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Abstract
Light-frame wood construction comprises nearly 90% of the housing industry in
Canada and the United States. The roofs of these houses can be constructed either
entirely on site or using prefabricated trusses. Assembling the roof structure on site,
otherwise known as stick-framing, is a framing technique with current code guidelines
that are based on past practice and limited consideration of wind loads. This makes
these roof structures susceptible to failure in high-speed wind events, such as tornadoes. Around 90% of all tornadoes in Canada fall in or below the EF-2 category,
making it a possible target for design of wood-frame houses to be resistant to these
events. This research proposes improved stick-framing guidelines that would work for
EF-2 tornadoes. Using non-linear finite element analysis, a stick-framed roof was designed following the guidelines in the National Building Code of Canada. Non-linear
links were used to model all of the connections between the members in the roof structure, with frame elements used to represent the members. Increasing wind loads were
applied to the structure and the first elements of the roof that failed were improved
using an iterative performance-based design approach until the performance target of
resistance to EF-2 tornadoes was achieved. The failure of the roof-to-wall-connections
and the lack of members used in the framing were the two main issues highlighted
and addressed. Damage survey photos were used to compare failures observed in
the model with failures after real tornado events, which demonstrate many similar
failure modes. This research recommends the requirements to ensure stick-framed
roofs can withstand EF-2 tornadoes. Most notable is an improved gable end frame,
which gives the structure more roof-to-wall connections, as well as a more structurally
sound frame where wind loads are the highest. Other additions include struts, hurricane ties at all roof-to-wall connection locations and increased number of nails in
various connections throughout the repeating inner frames. Minimum member sizes
and strengths for each type of member used in the roof structure are recommended.
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Summary for Lay Audience
Wood-frame houses are very common in North America. They can be constructed
either using wood framing members and nails on site, or assembled off-site using truss
plates. The on-site construction method is called stick-framing, and the current National Building Code of Canada guidelines for stick-frame construction are not strong
enough to be resilient against high wind speeds. Making all types of wood-frame constructed houses resilient against EF-2 tornadoes, a category in which 90% or more of
tornadoes in Canada fall under or below, would ensure that fewer people have their
house destroyed in these high-wind events. The losses that come from roof failure are
severe, as anything of value in the house is exposed to the elements. Many residents
also become displaced after their house structures fail, and are uprooted from their
lives. To mitigate all these issues, this research aims to suggest new stick-framing
guidelines in order for stick-framing to be resilient against EF-2 tornado wind loads.
This is done by modelling a gable roof structure in SAP2000, a structural analysis program, following the current stick-framing guidelines available in the National
Building Code. Then EF-2 tornado level wind loads are applied to the model, and
the locations of failure are analyzed and improved upon. Both connections and members may be susceptible to failure in the structure and their capacities will be checked
against the load demand on them. The research suggests new stick-framing guidelines
to be implemented, including additional members to be used and various connections
to be improved.
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1

Background

The housing industry in Canada and the United States is comprised mainly of lightframe wood construction. It is estimated approximately 90% of all residential buildings in the United States are constructed using this method (Ellingwood et al., 2004).
For the roof structure, there are two primary methods in which light-frame wood construction can be implemented. The most common is using prefabricated trusses that
are assembled off-site and brought to the location of the house before being added
onto the existing structure. The members on these trusses are connected using truss
plates in lieu of solely nails. If the roof structure is to be assembled entirely on-site,
the construction method commonly used is called stick-framing, where roof members
are connected using various nail patterns. Most houses in North America have either basic gable or hip roof shapes (Canadian-Mortgage-and-Housing-Corporation,
2014), or are composed of a combination of the two, making these two roof-assembly
methods both common and practical.
The benefits of using a technique such as stick-framing lie in its simplicity. Construction requires only the wood members and nails to complete a roof after the rest of the
building is erected. However, most techniques utilized in stick-framing are based on
common practice rather than engineered guidelines. This appears to lead to relatively
more failures during high-wind events, such as tornadoes. Although the current prescriptive methods appear to be effective when considering gravity loads, such as dead
loads, live loads, and snow loads, the current guidelines are questionable in cases of
high-wind since failures are much more common. Damage survey data, which will
be examined later, shows failures occurring commonly at roof-to-wall connections,
where the whole roof structure is removed from the rest of the house, and also in roof
structures that use a lack of members and have a large internal volume. Roof-to-wall
connections are a common failure mode for both stick-framed roofs as well as truss
roofs. However, other structural failures are relatively rare in engineered trusses and
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indicate that there may be issues with stick-framing requirements.

1.1

Financial and Social Benefits of an Improved Building
Code

There appear to be changing patterns associated with tornadoes and other high-wind
events in North America in recent years (Emanuel, 2005; Elsner et al., 2019). This
is leading to more houses and other buildings being damaged, resulting in billions of
dollars being spent on repairs and re-construction efforts. Even more importantly,
there are many deaths and injuries associated with larger tornadoes. Recent examples
include the Joplin, MO tornado in May of 2011, which resulted in over 50 deaths
and more than 1,000 injuries, while causing losses of approximately 3 billion USD
(Prevatt et al., 2012; Kuligowski et al., 2014). Another EF-5 tornado, the highest
possible category on the Enhanced Fujita scale, touched down in Moore, OK in May
of 2013. This tornado resulted in 24 deaths, over 200 injuries, and anywhere from
2 to 3.5 billion USD in damages (Atkins et al., 2014). In the United States in 2011
alone, tornadoes caused over 26 billion USD in insured losses (Smith and Matthews,
2015). With increased urbanization and the increase in severity of high-wind events,
the losses seen are likely to increase without risk mitigation efforts (Bouwer, 2019).
It is critical to improve building codes for areas that can be affected by these highwind events, so that losses can be avoided to the greatest extent possible. Improving
building codes for residential wood-frame buildings to account for EF-2 tornadoes is
possible using conventional construction methods, but for tornadoes categorized as
EF-3 or higher, other construction methods would have to be implemented, making
it much less practical (Amini and van de Lindt, 2014). After the tornado in Moore,
OK, the city implemented enhanced building codes for tornadoes ranging from EF0 to EF-2. Even though EF-5 tornadoes are much more destructive, about 90%
of all tornadoes in the United States are EF-2 or lower (Storm-Prediction-Center,
2014)making them far more common. As a result, around 46% of all damage is
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caused by these tornadoes (Simmons et al., 2015). If the new standards implemented
in the city of Moore were applied to all of Oklahoma, a benefit-cost analysis shows
that the potential benefit in savings with respect to tornado damage costs would
outweigh the cost of implementing the standards by a magnitude of 3 to 1 (Simmons
et al., 2015). With such a big payback from improving the building codes, it should
be paramount for building codes to be improved to this standard throughout North
America. In Canada, from 2017 to 2019, more than 95% of all tornadoes were EF-0 to
EF-2 (Sills et al., 2020). Therefore, an improvement in the building code in Canada
to account for EF-2 tornado loads would mitigate almost all the damage that occurs
to houses in the country every year from tornadoes.

1.2

Observations from Tornado Damage Surveys

After a tornado passes through a city or town and leads to the destruction of trees,
houses, or other buildings, there are researchers who assess the damage by taking a
damage survey. This gives the opportunity to retroactively evaluate the wind speeds
of the tornado by looking at the damage to structures and comparing it to damage
indicators on the Enhanced Fujita Scale (EF-Scale) for rating tornado intensities
(Mehta, 2013). Initially proposed in 1971 by Ted Fujita and simply called the Fujita
Scale (Fujita, 1971), it has since been modified by researchers to alter inconsistencies
with respect to the damage indicators and estimated wind speeds associated with
them (Texas-Tech-University, 2006). Recommendations have also been made for its
application specifically in Canada (Sills et al., 2014). These alterations and additions
include a wider variety of damage indicators relating to structures and other objects
to be able to more accurately assess the wind speed of a tornado after the event has
occurred.
With regards to structural failures in stick-built roofs, the failures most commonly
occur from a lack of members in the roof, or connections that are either missing nails
or are not sufficiently adequate to resist the wind loads from the tornado. When
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looking at tornado damage survey photos, it’s important to be able to ensure the
failures that will be examined in this section all relate to stick-built framing and
not prefabricated trusses. There are several clear indications that a roof structure
is stick built: a lack of connector plates for trusses, which are shown in Figure 1,
individually nailed connections, as shown in Figure 2, or ceiling joists remaining on
the the structure even after the roof has been removed, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1: Truss plates in an engineered truss roof structure.

Figure 2: A nailed connection in stick-framing.
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Figure 3: Ceiling joists remaining in place after roof structure is removed (Joplin,
Mo., 2011, courtesy of Dr. David Prevatt).

Damage surveys can give clear indications as to why a structure may have failed.
There are a variety of images in which the roof structure clearly lacked sufficient
members or connections to be structurally competent in high-wind events. Figure 4
clearly shows the difference in damage between a stick-built roof and a prefabricated
roof that were just metres apart during the tornado in Moore, Oklahoma in 2013.
The stick-built roof on the left failed entirely, leaving just the ceiling joists attached
to the rest of the structure, whilst the roof constructed with prefabricated trusses
remains largely intact. Figures 5 and 6 show roof failures that expose a clear lack of
members in roofs which have large interior areas and relatively few members.
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Figure 4: Damage comparison of a stick-built vs. prefabricated roof (Graettinger
et al., 2014).

Figure 5: Stick-framed roof with a clear lack of members (Joplin, Mo., 2011, courtesy
of Dr. David Prevatt).
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Figure 6: Another stick-framed roof with a clear lack of members (Joplin, Mo., 2011,
courtesy of Dr. David Prevatt).

Damage survey photos with exposed connections often show that the construction
was done using an insufficient number of nails or other connectors when compared
to the local building codes or other connections within the same structure. Figure
7 shows nails in a roof-to-wall connection attaching a ceiling joist to a top plate;
however, one of the nails is so misplaced that it does not enter the top plate at all.
Inconsistencies in nailed connections are a common occurrence in stick-framing, as
hundreds of nails have to be used to connect members throughout a roof, and builders
often misplace them, which can lead to roof failures that begin in those locations
(Hong and He, 2015). Figure 8 shows another roof-to-wall connection, this time
connecting a prefabricated truss to a top plate, but the nailed connection here clearly
portrays the same issues encountered in stick-framed roofs, which is an incomplete
connection. In this case, the roof-to-wall connection nailing is composed of only one
nail, instead of the code-required three in Canada.
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Figure 7: A misplaced nail in a roof-to-wall connection (Joplin, Mo., 2011, courtesy
of Dr. David Prevatt).

Figure 8: A toe-nailed connection using one nail instead of the usual three (Kopp
et al., 2017).
The information gathered by damage survey photos can be used to find recurring
issues with framing and connections to come up with solutions to address those
problems. The damage survey images included in this section have shown a lack
of consistency when it comes to stick-framing, which stems from an insufficiently
detailed sections on stick-framing in building codes that are not engineered for highwind events. The objective of this thesis is to develop appropriate requirements for
stick-framed roofs to withstand EF-2 tornadoes.
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2

Literature Review

This chapter elaborates on stick-framing techniques and terminology, examines past
research that relates to stick-framing methods and discusses finite element modeling
techniques with respect to light-frame wood roofs, with a focus on stick-framed roofs
where possible. The current building code regulations for stick-framing will also be
assessed to see where improvements can be made for either clarity or construction
purposes, before being tested in a finite-element model, as described in Section 3.
Tornadoes and wind loading on low-rise buildings are going to be discussed, before
concluding with the research objectives and methodology.

2.1

Stick-Framing

Stick-framing is a construction method for light-frame wood houses that can be used
when construction of a building and/or roof structure is completed on-site and prefabricated trusses are not used. Stick-framing can also be used in addition to prefabricated trusses, for small uniquely shaped additions to the building, such as porch
overhangs. Prefabricated trusses tend to be engineered and assembled off-site, leading to a higher quality frame than an on-site assembled roof structure composed of
simple members and nailed connections. New construction of wood-frame housing in
Canada consists of mainly prefabricated trusses (Canadian-Mortgage-and-HousingCorporation, 2014). Stick-framing has, however, been the more common construction method historically, and therefore many houses in Canada still have stick-framed
roofs. The ability to analyze this method of construction over decades has shown that
nailed connections in older houses tend to be weaker than the members they join (Weston and Zhang, 2017), reiterating the importance to optimize all connections in a
stick-framed roof to ensure longevity of the structure.
There are a wide variety of members used in stick-framing, which are depicted in
Figure 9. The rafters are the most prominent diagonal members of the roof framing. It
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is on these members where the sheathing is to be attached. The rafters are connected
near their bottom to the wall plates which sit on the wall and run lengthwise down
the structure. There is also a small overhang outside of the walls for each of the
rafters. The rafters are connected at the peak of the roof to the ridge board, which
runs along the length of the roof. The collar ties are the members which connect
the rafters to each other about one-third of the length of the rafter from the top
of the structure. The collar ties are all braced to one another along the length of
the roof as well. The struts, which are added later in the thesis, are attached to
the rafters at about one-third of the rafter length from the roof-to-wall connections
to the top of the roof. Finally, the ceiling joist, the member along the bottom of
the roof structure, is connected to each of the rafters, as well as to the wall plates
below. The connections that will be used to join these members in the thesis are
toe-nailed connections, face-nailed connections, and ties, which are all depicted in
Figure 10. The final recommendations for specific members and connections to be
used for stick-framing will be discussed in Chapter 5.

Figure 9: Front view of a stick-built roof.
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Figure 10: A toe-nailed connection (L), face-nailed connection (C), and tie connector
(R).

2.2

Stick-Framing in the Current Building Code

The guidelines and regulations for wood-frame construction can be found in Section
9.23 of the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC 2015). All of the clauses
discussed in the section below are directly from NBCC 2015 (National-ResearchCouncil-of-Canada, 2020), and relate to stick-framing practices. The sections that can
be applied to stick-built roof construction cover member spacing, maximum spans,
connections between framing members, shaping of rafters, ridge support, and roof
sheathing fastening to rafters. To ensure that all wood-framing done in Canada
can be resilient against EF-2 tornadoes, the code must be improved as the current
regulations undergo failure when evaluated under EF-2 loads, as discussed in Section
4.1 below.
In addition to Section 9.23 not being resilient against EF-2 loads, the code has several
clauses that are not practical for actual stick-framing construction on-site. The section
covering nailed connections of framing, 9.23.3.4, has 5 different minimum nail lengths
for simple nailed connections, which can be more challenging to implement than using
a single nail size. Although the guidelines on nailed connections are thorough and
account for every possible connection between the various conceivable combinations of
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members in a roof frame, the current building code regulations for stick-framed roofs
do not give clear recommendations on what members to implement in the structure,
although they do give nailing requirements for each conceivable connection between
any members. This leaves a wide variety of potential frame layouts that can be
created; however, it also leads to the fact that many framing failures seen in the
damage survey photos in Section 1.2 are due to a lack of members within the roof
structure. There are also no clear bracing regulations for stick-framing of roofs.
Clause 9.23.13.2(2), which states the requirements for bracing to resist lateral loads
due to high wind only mentions bracing in walls and not the roof structure. There
are also no requirements on size of framing members used in the roof structure, which
is acceptable as most roof structures constructed use the smallest members available,
2x4 (38x89 mm). The only size and span requirements in Section 9.23.14 relate to
requirements for live loads on the structure. The stick-framing section of the building
code should indisputably have some more specific guidelines.

2.3

Past Research on Stick-Built Roofs

Testing on stick-framed roofs in Canada goes back as far as 1954, when the thenrecently-founded Division of Building Research decided to assess the structural integrity of conventional house construction under both wind and snow loads (Dorey
and Schriever, 1957). Some of the current building code guidelines can even be traced
back as far as 1963, when the Division of Building Research in Canada analyzed nailing patterns for conventional roof frames (Thorburn, 1963). In this paper, it can
be seen that the requirements from the Building Standards published by the Central
Mortgage and Housing Corporation1 in 1950 (which were then used in the 1953 edition
of the National Building Code) are in many ways similar to the current building code
requirements for stick-built framing. Noticeably, the requirements for connecting the
ceiling joists to the top plate (two nails toe-nailed), as well as the requirements for the
1

Since 1979, the CMHC is referred to as the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation
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connection between the rafter to the top plate (three nails toe-nailed), are the same
as they are in the current iteration of the building code. This study also concluded
that no failures occurred in any members during testing, indicating that there was
not a balanced design between the nailing of the roof frames and the framing members themselves. To achieve a balanced design, the capacity of the nailing patterns
would need to be increased by adding more nails or other connectors. However, for
the building code requirements at the time, which involved wind loads of 1.9 kN/m2 ,
the nailing patterns’ strength sufficed. These loads are about half of those that will
be applied to the roof structure due to EF-2 tornado winds in this thesis.
Even with the lack of stick-framing specific papers, there has been research completed
on wood-frame roofs of which parts can be related to stick-framing due to the shared
elements of the roof structure, such as roof-to-wall connections (RTWC). Testing on
RTWCs has shown that they fail in increments with the majority of damage occurring
at the peak pressures applied to the roof structure, often taking multiple peak values
for a connection to fail (Morrison and Kopp, 2011). This may not be the case for
tornadoes, due to their relatively short duration. In the aforementioned Morrison
and Kopp study, the reduction in capacity due to factors such as construction errors
was also recorded, as well as the method of failure of these toe-nailed RTWCs. The
load-sharing between RTWCs has been studied (Henderson et al., 2013), as well as
the effect of various parameters that lead to the failure of said RTWCs in woodframe houses (Gavanski and Kopp, 2017), such as roof shape and openings in the
wall, which alters internal pressures. A study with similar methodology as used in
this thesis was conducted in 1999, using the available load standards and design
specifications to calculate loads on a light-frame wood roof and assess the structural
reliability, however it only assessed the RTWCs and none of the other connections
within the roof structure (Rosowsky and Cheng, 1999a,b). All of the aforementioned
studies discuss some components that can be found in a stick-built roof, but there has
still not been an in-depth analysis done on all of the various connections and members
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in a stick-built roof structure. No study has yet investigated the performance of such
a roof structure under extreme wind uplift while considering the non-linear behaviour
of all the members’ connections.
2.3.1

Finite Element Modelling of Wood-Frame Roofs

There is a significant lack of finite element modelling of stick-built roofs in past studies.
No models of complete roofs using solely stick-built techniques are available in the
body of literature. As discussed in the previous section, however, there are some
parts of wood-frame roofs that have been numerically simulated using finite element
analysis where behaviour of various components used in stick-built roofs have been
assessed. An example of one of these connections is the toe-nailed RTWC, which can
be found for both prefabricated truss roofs as well as in their stick-built counterparts,
and has therefore been included and analyzed in past literature. It is possible that the
reason no stick-built roof model has been investigated is that there can be upwards
of 30 types of connections implemented in the construction of a single house (Pan
et al., 2014). A comprehensive model of a roof would have to include all the various
connections required in its construction, which adds another level of complexity in
terms of numerical modelling.
One of the first uses of finite element modelling for research relating to loading on full
wood-frame roofs was in 1989, when the advancement from simpler structural models
for individual roof trusses to a full three-dimensional roof model of interconnected
trusses was made (Cramer and Wolfe, 1989). This research was completed to find
the effects of load sharing and distribution in an entire trussed roof assembly, using
stiffness characteristics for individual truss elements. A more recent study used a
three-dimensional building model to showcase the load paths, as well as the load
sharing, from wind loads in a wood-frame house (He et al., 2019). Building models
with configurations that were expected to induce failure per post damage survey
photos were used, and were tested until the first failure wind speed was noted. These
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models employed non-linear connections. However, this study did not model stickbuilt roofs and uses a variety of truss stiffnesses to observe a change in results. There
are also papers that have had more of a focus on specific connections within the roof
structure. A three-dimensional model of a gable roof wood-frame house was created
to study the failure of connections under hurricane wind loading (Pan et al., 2014),
with a focus on two connections specifically, the sheathing-to-frame connections and
RTWCs. The connections were modelled using zero-mass nonlinear spring elements in
the finite element analysis program ANSYS. These elements were defined using loaddisplacement relationships found in test data. The interior of the roof structure was
composed of trusses with no spring elements or other connections defined. With this
methodology, the authors were able to capture some of the failure methods commonly
observed in post-disaster damage surveys. The same authors have expanded on that
research by modelling ties for the RTWCs rather than nails (He et al., 2018).
In finite element models which are developed to predict the behaviour of wood-frame
houses, non-linear springs have been the most commonly implemented element to
represent connections between various roof components (Dao and van de Lindt, 2008;
Kumar et al., 2012). The use of non-linear elements in full three-dimensional roof
models can lead to the performance-based design concept of wood-frame roofs. A new
method to model connections was recently proposed, using an equivalent parameterized beam connector in place of an equivalent nonlinear spring connector (Weston
and Zhang, 2017; Ding et al., 2021). This resulted in a reduction in the meshing
required in the model while still closely approximating experimental force deflection
curves for the connections defined. However, this method does not use multi-linear
materials, which is how the connections were defined in the model used in this thesis. Additionally, the goal of improving on the current design guidelines analyzes the
connections up to failure and not the reaction of the connections after failure, where
this new method is most effective. The definition of non-linear link elements to define
framing-to-framing connections has been implemented before in finite element models
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pertaining to wood-frame roofs (Asiz et al., 2009), and uses load-displacement data to
define the translational spring properties of each framing connector. This is a similar
approach to the link definition used in the finite element model depicted in this thesis.
In the literature referenced above and throughout this section, roof frame members
were most commonly defined using linear isotropic three-dimensional frame elements.
Sheathing panels are defined using shell elements with linear orthotropic material
properties, with some previous models defining the material as linear isotropic. Section 3.1.1 discusses the methodology and definition of all the frame elements, nonlinear link elements, and shell elements used in the development of the model used in
this research.

2.4

Wind Loads on Wood-Frame Low-Rise Buildings

The most common roof shapes found in wood-frame construction are hip and gable
roofs. This research pertains to gable roof shapes exclusively. A common gable roof
shape can be seen depicted in Figure 9. Past research with respect to wood-frame
roofs has been more focused on the gable roof shape than its hip roof counterpart.
Hip roofs have been found to survive high-wind events much better than gable roofs.
Even if the overturning loads are similar from the two roof shapes, the differences
are drastic when comparing the local pressures and loads applied to the primary
structural elements of the roof (Meecham et al., 1991). Gable roofs have also been
found to be resilient to shear forces, while hip roofs are more resistant to uplift loads
(Razavi and Sarkar, 2021). It would be beneficial in hurricane and tornado prone
regions to implement more hip-roof construction to help mitigate damage to houses
during these storms (Meecham, 1992).
The building codes that are used in North America for wind loading have information
to account for the loads on gable and hip roofs. The wind load can be calculated in
the National Building Code of Canada from Section 4.1.7, using various factors to
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determine the wind load to be applied on a structure (National-Research-Councilof-Canada, 2020). The code used for the wind loading in this thesis is ASCE 7-22
(Structural-Engineering-Institute, 2022), which uses similar methods as the NBCC
(2015). The step-by-step wind loading calculations are shown in depth in Appendix
A.
There are several chapters on wind loading in ASCE 7-22. The first two, Chapters 27 and 28, discuss loads on the Main Wind Force-Resisting System (MWFRS)
(i.e., roof trusses, roof diaphragms that help transfer overall loads, shear walls, and
cross-bracing), while Chapter 30 discusses Components and Cladding (C&C), which
receive wind loads directly. Roof trusses should be designed for loads associated with
MWFRS, while individual members of trusses should also be designed for C&C loads
(Mehta and Marshall, 1998). The major difference between the two Chapters relating
to MWFRS loads is the approach to determining the peak wind loads. Chapter 27
uses a gust-effect factor that is then multiplied by a mean external pressure, whereas
Chapter 28 uses directly obtained peak pressure coefficients. Chapter 27 is also able
to capture the effects of building geometry better than Chapter 28, as the latter
has fixed pressure coefficients (Wang and Kopp, 2021). It is noted that, most importantly for the roof structure, a trend of increasing uplift with increased building
H/L (height/length) ratios is not captured in Chapter 28 due to the coefficients being fixed. Wang and Kopp found that Chapter 28 overestimates uplift for buildings
with H/L < 0.4, but underestimates uplift for buildings with H/L > 0.6. Finally,
Chapter 28 also significantly underestimates the windward wall pressure for almost
all buildings (Gavanski and Uematsu, 2014).
The two major factors that influence surface pressures on roofs are building geometry
and the surroundings (He et al., 2017). The slope of the roof also plays a significant
role in the wind pressures observed on the structure. High suction pressures are found
to be more critical on buildings with a lower roof pitch under both wind directions
(Xing et al., 2018). This emphasizes the point that low roof pitches should be applied
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cautiously in windstorm-prone regions. The terrain in which the building is located
is also of importance, as it is, along with the roof shape, the parameter that affects
the wind loads to the greatest extent (Gavanski et al., 2013). Suburban terrain is
the one that results in the lowest loads detected because of lower wind speeds near
the ground. Terrain effects in tornadoes are largely unknown and are likely distinct
with peak wind speeds occurring in the lower few metres above ground (Kosiba and
Wurman, 2013).
To further elaborate on wind loading, the next two subsections will discuss the differences and important aspects of both wind in the atmospheric boundary layer and
wind in tornado events.
2.4.1

Wind Loads in the Atmospheric Boundary Layer

The atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) is the lowest region of the atmosphere, in
which the low-rise building being discussed in this thesis can be found. Within the
boundary layer, the velocity of wind increases logarithmically with height. This is due
to the friction the wind encounters at the surface of earth, due to rugged landscape,
or objects such as trees or buildings. A smoother surface, such as an ocean, will allow
the maximum velocity of wind to be reached at a lower elevation than in a city with
large buildings.
To develop wind loads in the atmospheric boundary layer, generalizations have to be
made. Due to the complexity of wind loads varying spatially and temporally, and
cost of assessing this on every structure, design for low-rise buildings does not require
wind tunnel laboratory testing. Building codes opt for static loading for design. In
the ASCE 7-22, wind loading is calculated using various factors applied to the design
wind speed, and roof shapes are divided into zones with their own pressure coefficients
to envelope and simplify the spatially varying wind loads. These figures account for
hip and gable roof shapes along with the roof slope.
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2.4.2

Wind in Tornado Events

Tornado loading is different from atmospheric boundary layer wind loads. This thesis
includes several assumptions to accurately apply tornado loads to the model using the
same approach as laid out in Chapter 32 of ASCE 7-22. These are further discussed
in the section on loading, Section 3.3, with the accompanying calculations provided
in Appendix A. In particular, tornadoes have two important differences that alter
the wind loads when compared to ABL wind loads: (i) the static pressure drop in
tornadoes and (ii) the velocity profile near the ground. The center of a tornado has
low pressure, which results in a force caused by the static pressure gradient that
also generates high wind speeds. This pressure drop and some aerodynamic effects
are included as multiplication factors to the Chapter 27 (MWFRS) and Chapter 30
(C&C) loads. For small buildings, like houses, in relatively large tornadoes, the static
pressure gradient and aerodynamic effects are relatively small (Kopp and Wu, 2020),
particularly for roofs. The second major difference with respect to tornado loading
when compared to atmospheric boundary layer wind loads is the velocity profile. In
the ABL, the velocity of the wind increases with height until the maximum velocity
is reached at the gradient height, which depends on the roughness of the terrain
below. For example, in open terrain it would reach the maximum velocity at a lower
elevation than in a city with large buildings. Tornadoes can have their maximum
wind speeds very close to the ground (Kosiba and Wurman, 2013), and therefore the
velocity profile near the ground does not depend on the terrain roughness. This is
accounted for in ASCE 7-22 by using a flat velocity profile for tornadoes all the way
to the ground, assuming the maximum velocity can occur at any elevation.

2.5

CSA S520 Standard

The consideration of tornado loads is beginning to become more prevalent in low-rise
residential building design. The Canadian Standards Association Group is at the
forefront of this movement, with a new standard, CSA S520:22, which was developed
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by the Technical Committee on High Wind Safety for Low-Rise Residential and Small
Buildings. This is the first edition of CSA S520, Design and construction of low-rise
residential and small buildings to resist high wind. Having been so recently released,
there are no building codes yet referring to this standard.
The scope of the standard covers the best practice guidance for the design and construction of low-rise, wood-frame buildings to withstand high winds corresponding to
EF-2 tornado wind speeds. CSA S520 is written to supplement the requirements specified in Part 9 of the NBCC, Housing and Small Buildings. The guidance described
can be followed for all new construction as well as major additions or alterations
to existing structures. This thesis aims to fill a gap in the standard with respect
to stick-framed construction. The framing practices described currently only adhere
to the use of repeating truss frames in the gable roof structure. The suggestion of
stick-framing guidelines that are also resistant to EF-2 tornado loads would allow
construction to use either the prefabricated truss method, or the stick-built method
to construct the gable roof.

2.6

Objectives

Analyzing past research with respect to stick-framing and tornado loads, it is clear
there is a knowledge gap that has not yet been addressed. There is a lack of research pertaining to tornado loads applied to stick-framed roofs, as well as analyzing
stick-framed roofs using finite element modelling and improving them based on failure observations. The extent of the current literature that relates to the material
discussed in this thesis is analysis of low-rise wood-frame roof structures using other
construction techniques under high wind.
This gives a clear objective for the present research. The objective of this thesis is
to develop engineered stick-framing guidelines that can be easily utilized by builders
to improve the resilience of light-frame wood roof structures against loads that can
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occur during an EF-2 tornado. This would be a vital addition to Canadian design
tools, particularly CSA S520:22, since there is a significant gap for stick-framing
requirements in tornadoes. A standard that could be resilient against more than
90% of all tornadoes would be hugely beneficial for the general public as fewer homes
would be destroyed, with less people losing their belongings and being displaced.
The savings from insured damages, as well as the injuries and deaths avoided have
already been examined in Section 1.1, and are the dominant driving forces behind
the research. The guidelines this research comes up with will also have the goal of
being easily implementable in the field. This will ensure that the whole roof frame
can be completed with a minimal variety of materials, which will limit construction
errors while saving time as well.

2.7

Research Methodology

To accomplish the objectives, a stick-framed gable roof is modeled in SAP2000, a
structural analysis program. To precisely predict failure modes under wind uplift,
a non-linear three-dimensional finite element model has been developed where the
physical properties of every connection and member in the roof are defined. Following
the performance-based design concept, the locations of failure, which may be either
connections or members, are identified then retrofitted with different nailing patterns,
connectors, or larger members until the performance target is reached. The roof is
composed of non-linear link elements to model the connections between members in
the roof structure and linear three-dimensional frame elements to model the members
themselves.
Initially, the connections defined in the model follow the current recommendations
found in NBCC 2015, with member usage in the frames also in accordance with the
code. Then, with the application of tornado loads on the structure, the first locations
of failure of connections and members can be noted. An iterative process is applied in
the analysis where the first failure location either in a connection or truss member is
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predicted. Failure in this research is defined by an element in the roof structure being
loaded beyond its capacity. The failed component is then retrofitted by upgrading
its strength then the model is run again to predict any further failures at higher
loads. This iterative process is followed until the gable roof is structurally sound
under the effect of the design load for an EF-2 tornado. After the final iteration is
completed and there are no more failures that occur under all the load cases applied,
the final connection properties and member sizes used are noted and described in
detail. Based on these findings, recommendations on stick-framing rules for EF-2
loads are provided. These final guidelines will be as simple as possible, trying to
use basic connections and few member sizes, for construction in the field to be as
straightforward as possible. With proper construction in the field adhering to the
final guidelines given, no failure should occur to stick-framed roofs during EF-0 to
EF-2 tornadoes.
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Figure 11: A flow chart summarizing the research methodology.
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3

Development of a Nonlinear Finite Element Model

To achieve the objectives using a performance-based design approach, it is critical to
have a finite element (FE) model representative of a stick-built roof. The threedimensional, nonlinear model is developed using the structural analysis program
SAP2000. This representative model makes it possible to identify which members
or connections fail within the roof structure under the applied tornado loads. Examining the demand on the individual elements, obtained from the FE model, and
comparing them to the capacities defined made it possible to find the modes of failure
for which the roof structure needs to be improved. This chapter elaborates on the
various components of the model that are defined and the validation conducted to
ensure accuracy of the numerical results. Finally, the applied loading is discussed,
touching on both the various load cases as well as the methodology to apply them in
the finite element model.

3.1

Definitions

There are three main components of the model to be defined, namely the connections
between framing members, the framing members themselves, and the sheathing panels. The sheathing panels all use the same material properties, namely OSB (oriented
strand board) as the material. The frame members in the initial model all use SPF
(Spruce-Pine-Fir) No.1/No.2 light structural framing members, and there are a variety of connection properties defined for pull-out and shear resistance for the various
nailing patterns and ties.
3.1.1

Connections

Different types of connections are defined in the model, of which the initial NBCC
recommended nailing patterns can be seen depicted in Figure 12, with close-ups of
specific connections shown in Figure 13. The addition of ties and any other alterations
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to the initial model layout are discussed clearly in Section 4.

Figure 12: Locations of various connections used in a frame in the 3D finite element
model.

Figure 13: Closeups of (L) roof-to-wall connections, (C) collar tie connection, and
(R) ridge board connections.
Each frame-to-frame connection in the model is defined using a multi-linear plastic
link. The plastic deformation definition is important, as a link that has failed will
have a lower capacity as more load is applied to the structure. The stiffness of the link
elements is also defined as non-linear for them to capture the degradation of stiffness
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in the nail when it experiences large displacements. Each link has two nodes, which
connect two joints on both of the framing members which they join. To implement
this two-node link, a double node concept has been utilized which represents the
length of the connection between the two framing members. In this study, a 10
millimetre gap has been assumed to define the length of the connecting links, which
have fixed rotational degrees of freedom. This ensures that the connections and
members themselves do not rotate, which is representative of the true nature of the
embedded nails that connect members flush with each-other. It is important to note
that frame-to-frame connections can fail by more than just nail pull-out. Failure
can also occur by member splitting, where the wood fails but the nailed connection
remains embedded in the other member. The only failure method considered in this
study is pull-out, which accounts for around 66% of all toe-nailed connection failures
according to test data (Morrison and Kopp, 2011), and is therefore the preferable
failure method to consider in a finite element modelling application.
Although the rotational degrees of freedom are fixed, the three degrees of freedom
that represent the axial (U1) and both shear directions (U2 and U3) shown in Figure
14 must be defined for each specific connection to give representative properties of
how those connections would react under EF-2 tornado loads in a stick-framed roof.
Figure 15 displays how SAP2000 uses the axial and shear degree of freedoms to
connect joint i to joint j for a non-linear link element. The location of both of these
joints with regards to the framing members that they are connected to are in the
centroids of the frame elements.
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Figure 14: The local axes of a link element in SAP2000.

Figure 15: Axial and shear springs within a non-linear link (after CSi-America, 2014).

The axial and shear directional properties of the non-linear links are defined using a
combination of code values for capacities and test data for non-linear nail withdrawal
curves. Calculations following CSA O86-14 are completed for all connection types,
which can be seen in detail in Appendix B and are shown at the end of this subsection
in Table 1. These design values for connection capacity in both axial and shear values are significantly lower than the capacities found in test data for both face-nailed
and toe-nailed connections. The axial resistance for toe-nailed connections calculated
from CSA O86-14 have a safety factor of up to 6 when compared to tests completed
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for the same connection (Riley, Sadek, et al., 2003; Morrison and Kopp, 2011). Using
the code-required design values is appropriate as the goal of the thesis is to improve
the stick-built regulations found in building codes, and hence should use the capacity values that those codes deem to be most appropriate for design. The fact that
these capacities are also much lower than test data keeps the thesis recommendations
for final stick-framing design guidelines more conservative than taking test capacity
values from ideally-nailed connections.
The definition of the non-linear connection withdrawal curves are based on test data.
Namely, for face-nailed connections, single-nail withdrawal curves are used as a guide
to re-create the load-deformation curves in the axial and shear directions. For toenailed connections, the load-deformation curves from toe-nailed test data are used to
define those curves in SAP2000. The test data for these curves is shown below, first
the face-nail withdrawal load-deformation curve in Figure 16 (Dao and van de Lindt,
2008), and secondly the toe-nail withdrawal data in Figure 17 (Riley, Sadek, et al.,
2003). Load-deformation curves from test data were used to define the shear capacities
of both connections as well, shown in Appendix E. The yield and ultimate capacity
points are taken at the locations of the average displacement from the aforementioned
graphs. For the load-deformation response of the toe-nailed connection shown in
Figure 17, these points occur at 1 mm and 7 mm, respectively, and are shown defined
as such in SAP2000 in Figure 18. The softening phase of the curve is not included in
the link definitions as the goal of defining the links in the model is to find which of
them fail when the loads are applied to the model, and if any individual connection
reaches the defined capacity then it can be considered to have failed and needs to be
improved upon. Not including a softening phase of the curve provides more numerical
stability and faster convergence for the model. There is also no interest to capture
the post failure behaviour so this idealization reduces the computational time since a
faster convergence is achieved in each iteration.
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Figure 16: Load-deformation response of 8d-box nail withdrawal (Dao and van de
Lindt, 2008).

Figure 17: Load-deformation response of specimen with toe-nailed connections (Riley,
Sadek, et al., 2003).
To elaborate on how these curves are implemented in the link definitions in SAP2000,
the toe-nailed connection is used as an example. The maximum force value of the loaddeformation curve in Figure 17 occurs at a displacement of around seven millimetres.
The capacity in the test data is much higher than the values calculated using CSAO86, so the curve is defined to reach the code-calculated capacity of the connection
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at the same maximum displacement. Figure 18 displays the load-deformation curve
data implemented in the model. The maximum force value of the curve is the same
as is calculated for three-nail toe-nailed connections in Appendix B.

Figure 18: Load-deformation curve data points for 3-nail toe-nailed connections in
model.
The combination of the code capacities for the design connection capacities and test
data for the force-deformation curves gives this idealized curve. This ensures links
will perform similarly to actual nailed connections. For all of the defined connections,
the positive pull-out direction (+U1) has these data-based non-linear curves. Nailed
connections do not fail in compression, as the members are in contact with each other
and the nail takes no significant compressive force. This is confirmed by CSA-O86
as there is no calculation for compressive resistance available for nailed connections
(Canadian-Wood-Council-/-Canadian-Standards-Association, 2015). If there is any
compressive force that needs to be transferred between members, it can do so through
the link without failure occurring, as the members are only connected to each other
in the model through the links and the connections are all defined to have high compression capacities. The shear capacity force-deformation curves are defined similarly
to the pull-out direction in the model (U1), but have the same curve in both the
positive and negative direction since shear force is reversible.
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If a connection using only nails does not suffice in resisting the applied loads, ties
can be used in place of solely nails for certain member-to-member connections. It
would be counterproductive to the thesis goal of creating simple guidelines for stickframing to just recommend a vast increase in use of nails to increase connection
capacities, and the use of ties can simplify the construction process, leading to fewer
potential construction errors due to the need to place fewer nails throughout the
structure. The ties that will be recommended in Section 5 are tested in accordance
with the International Code Council Evaluation Service (ICC-ES) AC155 (Acceptance
Criteria for Hold-Downs (Tie-Downs) Attached to Wood Members). An important
note on tie implementation that is followed in the recommendations is that ties may
not be used directly opposite each other on both sides of a member if that member
is a 2 by (x) wooden member or smaller. The capacities of the ties used in the
finite element model are taken from test data (Reed et al., 1997). To define the ties
in SAP2000, a non-linear plastic link load-deformation curve is defined following a
load-deformation curve from hurricane tie testing (He et al., 2018), similarily to how
the links for nailed connections were defined. This is done to accurately model the
maximum displacements before failure. These displacements are then plotted against
the capacities from test data of the chosen ties.
The hysteresis loop type chosen for the link elements is isotropic. This requires several
points to be defined, namely the yield, ultimate, and plateau points on the curve.
Isotropic hysteresis follows a simpler non-linear relationship than other hysteresis
types, which is beneficial to a simpler model. They also provide better numerical
stability and convergence for non-linear analysis under the applied ramping loading
on the model.
All connections discussed in this section have their capacities in the axial and both
shear directions shown in Table 1. All nailed connection capacities are attainable
from calculations using CSA O86, and the capacity for the tie comes from test data.
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Table 1: Design capacities of connections.

3.1.2

Connection

Axial (N)

Shear (N)

2-Nail Toe-Nail

325

1300

3-Nail Toe-Nail

490

1950

2-Nail Face-Nail

490

1570

3-Nail Face-Nail

730

2355

10-Nail Face-Nail

2430

7830

H2.5 Hurricane Tie

4380

735

Members

Framing members are vital to be modeled accurately to have accurate prediction of
members load sharing and roof failure modes. To represent the framing members
in the stick-built roof, the SAP2000 model uses three-dimensional frame elements
where the material geometric and physical properties are defined as 2x4 (38x89 mm)
and 2x6 (38x140 mm) SPF No.1/No.2 members. The smaller size 2x4 members are
implemented right away and the larger size is reserved for potential member failures
due to capacity limits.
The properties used are for standard grades of dimensional lumber as given for design use in the Canadian Wood Design Manual (Canadian-Wood-Council-/-CanadianStandards-Association, 2015). The material chosen to represent the framing members
is SPF No.1/No.2. To define the SPF No.1/No.2 properties in SAP2000, orthotropic
directional symmetry is chosen, which requires the definition of directional properties
of wood. To completely represent the properties of wood in the finite element software,
material property data has to be defined for the radial, tangential, and longitudinal
axes. This included the modulus of elasticity in all three directions, the modulus of
rigidity in all three directions, and three Poisson’s ratios. The values used for required
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property data are taken from the Wood Handbook: Wood as an Engineering Material
(Forest-Products-Laboratory, 2010). This handbook provides a method to change the
otherwise anisotropic properties of wood to be altered to orthotropic properties using
elastic ratio factors, using data collected during experiments. The values used to represent the SPF No.1/No.2 properties needed are taken from Longleaf Pine Lumber,
which represents the average values among all Pine species in the handbook. The
properties used for the modelling of the frame elements in SAP2000 are summarized
in Table 2 below. The final property required to be defined is the mass per unit volume, which is taken from Table 4-B of the National Design Specifications Supplement
(American-Wood-Council, 2018) as 581.2 kg/m3 .

Figure 19: The local axes of a frame element in SAP2000.
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Table 2: The material properties for SPF frame elements.
Axis

Modulus of Elasticity (GPa)

Poisson’s Ratio

Shear Modulus (GPa)

U1

9.65

0.361

0.62

U2

0.57

0.345

0.67

U3

0.93

0.364

0.11

The capacities of the 2x4 and 2x6 member sizes in bending, shear, and tension, are
calculated using specified strengths from Table 6.3.1A in the Canadian Wood Design
Manual for structural light framing. All of the specified strength resistance values
are factored and multiplied by either the section modulus or area, as calculated and
depicted in Appendix B, to get the final resistance values for the framing members
that will be used to be compared with the demand obtained from the model due
to EF-2 tornado loads. The member capacities of all member grades and sizes are
summarized in Table 3.

Table 3: Design capacities of members.

3.1.3

Member Size

Bending (N·mm)

Shear (N)

Tension (N)

2x4

1,276,976

7,244

27,622

2x6

3,137,536

11,395

37,657

Select Structural

4,695,000

11,395

58,881

2250Fb-1.9E

8,647,288

11,395

98,435

Sheathing

To ensure the finite element model simulates the response of a stick-built roof structure as realistically as possible, sheathing panels are defined, even though no sheathingto-frame connections are defined. This is done to ensure the model accounts for the
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bending rigidity of the sheathing panels, which are present in virtually all residential roof structures. The sheathing panels are defined in SAP2000 using thin shell
elements, as the panel is comparatively thinner in one direction than the other two.
The shell elements consider both bending and membrane rigidities, which are defined
as being the same in the model. The membrane thickness of 11.125 mm (7/16 in.)
was used, as it is the smallest allowable sheathing thickness for OSB (oriented strand
board) panels and is also a common size used in low-rise wood-frame construction.
OSB sheathing panels are the material of choice over plywood and waferboard due to
their common implementation in wood-frame roof construction. The capacities are
not calculated as the sheathing panels were not examined for failure in the model.
The material directional symmetry chosen for the modelling of the sheathing is the
same as for the frame elements, orthotropic. This means that the modulus of elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, and shear modulus have to be defined both parallel and perpendicular to the strong axis, depicted as the U1 and U2 directions, as shown in Figure
20.

Figure 20: The local axes of a thin shell element in SAP2000.
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The Wood Handbook (Forest-Products-Laboratory, 2010) has the required material
data for the modulus of elasticity of OSB sheathing, which is presented in Table 12-3.
Test data from the handbook included properties for three different wood species used
for OSB panels, which are averaged out to get final values of 5.70 GPa parallel to
the strong axis and 2.43 GPa perpendicular to the strong axis. The Poisson’s ratios
are taken from a study which investigated OSB panels with an average thickness of
just over 18 mm (Thomas, 2003). The study found that the Poisson’s ratios parallel
and perpendicular to the strong axis were 0.226 and 0.159, respectively. Using these
values, as well as the modulus of elasticity numbers found in the Wood Handbook,
the shear modulus values can be calculated using the following equation:

G=

E
(1 + υ)
2

(1)

where G is the shear modulus, E is the modulus of elasticity, and υ is the Poisson’s
ratio for the axis being calculated. The final property required to define the sheathing
panels, the mass per unit volume, is provided by the Wood Handbook as well, and is
taken as 741 kg/m3 . All directional properties used in the definition of the material
are summarized in Table 4 below.

Table 4: The material properties for OSB shell elements.
Axis

Modulus of Elasticity (GPa)

Poisson’s Ratio

Shear Modulus (GPa)

U1

5.70

0.226

2.38

U2

2.43

0.159

1.01

U3

0

0

0
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3.1.4

Full Gable Roof Model

The dimensions for the three-dimensional finite element model of the full gable roof
are based on the gable roof tested by the Insurance Institute for Business & Home
Safety (IBHS) in their IBHS Research Center full-scale test chamber. The dimensions
of the model are shown in Figures 21 and 22. The spacing between the frames is 600
millimetres. Using these values ensured the dimensions chosen for the model, as well
as the slope of the roof, are reasonable values for testing a gable roof under high
wind loads. The span of the ceiling joists, at 11 metres, is also just below the allowed
maximum clear span in the NBCC of 12.2 metres. This ensures a high load demand
on all elements in the structure.

Figure 21: The dimensions of a frame used in the gable roof.
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Figure 22: The dimensions of the entire gable roof.
The members are all drawn on a pre-defined grid and then connected to each other
using the two-node link elements described earlier in the section. The thin-shell
element OSB sheathing is added afterwards to the roof and gable ends, and it is
where the loads are applied in a direction perpendicular to the sheathing surface.
Rigid links are only used where it is necessary to connect members together whose
center-lines are slightly off-set, or to ensure sheathing can be drawn as required,
as shell elements need to be drawn on a flat plane, no matter the orientation. An
example of the former can be seen in Figure 23, where the center-lines of the rafter
and ceiling joist are off-set at the location where they must be connected using a facenailing pattern, so a rigid link is implemented to allow the face-nailed link to act in
the appropriate orientation, ensuring its capacity definitions are acting in the correct
directions within the model while also transferring all loads through the connection.
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Figure 23: The use of a rigid link between the rafter and ceiling joist center-lines.
The meshing of the area elements on the model is done by running the model iteratively while decreasing the size of the mesh until two results are similar to each other.
The final mesh is shown in Figure 24 below. Before the finer mesh is defined, the area
elements are divided into sizes that match the regions of the loads that are applied
to the roof. This allows for the varying loads to be applied effectively to the regions
on which they act. Typical modelling practice is followed in ensuring that the aspect
ratio of the longest to shortest dimension of any mesh is less than 3, yielding better
results. The frame elements were meshed using auto-mesh to match the meshing of
the area elements, which are attached to them.
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Figure 24: The meshing of a typical sheathing panel (area elements).

3.2

Validation

For the validation of the non-linear finite element model, three different checks are
conducted to verify the functionality and response of the model. The first is a simple
validation done for a single defined connection, to ensure the link is reacting properly
with a non-linear plastic response to the loads applied. After the single connection is
validated, there are three tests done on the entire gable roof layout. The first consists
of applying uplift loads to the full roof model and ensuring the sum of the forces
resisted at the roof-to-wall connections is the same as the sum of the uplift loads
applied. The second validation is conducted to check the tributary area reactions of
connections. A load is applied in the same fashion as a components and cladding
load would be applied, to the tributary area of a single connection, and the forces
in the connection are compared to the forces applied to ensure the load path in the
model was functional. Finally, a check is conducted to analyze the load-sharing in the
model and ensure the load distribution throughout the structure is acting similarly
to how real load sharing works in wood-framed roofs. The validation of the model
through comparison to past tests is challenging, as there is no completed research
that uses similar gable roof configurations and stick-framing techniques. Roof-to-wall
connections and other nailed connections throughout the roof structure are defined
to act in a similar fashion to the non-linear connections described in the literature.
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3.2.1

Connections

To ensure the connections are acting as defined in the finite element model, their
force-deformation curves must be examined using plot functions post-analysis. This
option plots the total force acting on the selected link element in any direction, axial
or shear, against the displacement of the nodes to which the link element is connected.
To validate the connections, the plot functions given from post-analysis must match
the defined properties in their respective directions from the non-linear plastic link
definition. On the left side of Figure 25, the defined properties for force-deformation
in SAP2000 based off code-calculated values for a toe-nailed connection in the axial
(U1) direction are shown. The right side of the figure shows the post-analysis plot
function of the same non-linear link, and how the defined force-deformation curve
of the link is followed until failure. Additionally, loads were applied such that the
links remained in the linear range and the results were compared to static equilibrium
calculations. Numerical results show strong agreement with hand calculations from
static equilibrium for all checked connections.
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Figure 25: The defined properties for a toe-nailed connection in the axial direction
(L) and the plot function of the connection post-analysis (R).

Load-deflection curves from test data have been implemented for defining the nonlinear behaviour of connections in finite element models presented in past research
(He et al., 2018), although that was done using test capacities directly. For validation
purposes, the RTWCs in the model were first defined using test data. This ensured
that the defined connections were acting similarly to the test data before reducing
the connections’ capacities to match code capacities for the performance-based design
analysis. The comparison between test data and the model load-deformation curves
before reducing connection capacity is shown in Figure 26. It can be noticed from this
figure that the model accurately captures the nonlinear behavior of the connection
both in axial and shear. The results from the model are perfectly matching test data
except for the softening branch which has not been considered in the implementation
of the link properties for faster convergence since the scope of this study is not focusing
on the post-failure behavior. This validation was done for a single connection as well
as for the complete three-dimensional model.
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Figure 26: Load-deformation curves taken from test data (Riley, Sadek, et al., 2003)
△, plotted alongside load-deformation curves of the same defined connections from
post-analysis #: a) RTWC Axial; b) RTWC Lateral Shear.
3.2.2

Full Gable Roof Model

For the validation of the entire roof model, two different sets of analyses were completed. Due to the redistribution of the loads between connections based on relative
stiffness, different methods were followed for the validation completed at both the
global and local (connection) levels. The first was to ensure that the total uplift
applied to the roof model is being restrained at the supports, by the toe-nailed connections of the rafters and the ceiling joists into the wall plate below. This is done
by applying a uniform 0.001 N/mm2 load on all area elements and then comparing
the total uplift calculated with the total force restrained in the global upwards direction. To ensure no connections failed, which would give the results a slight error as
the complete forces would not transfer appropriately through the model, the forces
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applied were taken at one-tenth of the maximum value. This is done to make sure
that all connections are still within the linear range which makes it easier to validate
the model based on simple equilibrium equations.
Firstly, the total uplift applied to the roof is calculated. Uplift is applied in the direction perpendicular to the sloped roof, so the uplift values below are the component
of the load that is acting directly upwards.

T otal U plif t Applied = U nif orm Load · Building W idth · Building Length
T otal U plif t Applied = 0.001 N/mm2 · 11, 938.8 mm · 13, 800 mm
T otal U plif t Applied = 164, 755.4 N
Applying 10% of T otal U plif t = 16, 475.54 N
Then the forces restrained at all roof-to-wall connections are added together. These
values total 16,483.16 N. The percent difference is then calculated to show the margin
of error experienced in the model.

P ercent Dif f erence =

|Fapplied − Frestrained |
Fapplied +Frestrained
2

· 100

The difference between forces applied to the model and forces restrained by the model
is 0.046%. This strong agreement indicates functioning load paths in the model to
bring the forces from the sheathing to the wall supports at both sides. The forces
acting at the restraints of the model are also identical on both sides, which shows
functional uniformity and equal load distribution throughout the model. This ensures
global convergence of the numerical model at each time step and validated the global
behaviour.
To validate that the model results consider the load sharing between the connections,
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another comparison is done as shown Figure 27. The results shown in this figure indicate that connections in different locations in the roof experience different demands,
as should be expected based on the load patterns applied. For example, at an instantaneous time step where the first failure is noticed in the RTWC at the gable end
other connections near the middle of the roof structure might be still within the linear
range demand. This validates that the model accurately predicts the load sharing
between connections.

Figure 27:

Load sharing from post-analysis data, showing the defined load-

deformation capacity of the RTWC in the axial direction △, the load taken by the
RTWC at the gable end frame #, and the load taken by the RTWC at the 11th inner

frame □.

A post-analysis validation was conducted using damage survey images. The primary
failure mode observed in the model matched the most common failure mode in damage
survey images, the failure of the rafter roof-to-wall connection. This connection has
been studied due to its susceptibility to early failure during high-wind events in the
past as well (Amini and van de Lindt, 2014; Gavanski and Kopp, 2017).
Final validation was also conducted at the component level to check the reactions
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of connections. Due to lack of experimental data in the literature, validating the
model was based on the relative stiffness between connections and how the load was
redistributed past the yielding point of the nail’s nonlinear range. A relative stiffness
approach was followed rather than a quantitative validation for each link individually.
This gave accurate force estimates in locations where many connections are located
in close proximity, namely the RTWC areas where the rafter RTWC, ceiling joist
RTWC and ceiling joist to rafter connections. Finally, a check was completed to
ensure the effective load transfer to connections based on their tributary area. A
load was applied in the same fashion as a components and cladding load would be
applied, to the tributary area of a single connection, and the forces observed in the
connection were then compared to the forces applied to ensure the load path in the
model was functional. Overall, the validation of the model through comparison to
past tests is challenging, as there is no completed research that uses similar gable roof
configurations and stick-framing techniques.

3.3

Loading

The loading in this thesis follows the American Society of Civil Engineers Standard
(ASCE 7-22) for wind loading and the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC
2015) for snow loading. ASCE 7-22 was used instead of NBCC 2020 to stay consistent
with the method used in the CSA S520:22 standard, which this research aims to
supplement. Load calculations and parameters selected for loading are discussed in
Appendix A. The various load cases summarized in Table 5 were chosen to test the
limits of the structural components and connections with regards to uplift on the
roof, shear across the structure and snow loading. Four Main Wind Force Resisting
System (MWFRS) load cases were applied to the roof, following Chapter 27 and
Chapter 28 of ASCE 7-22, which are defined as the directional procedure and the
envelope procedure, respectively. All of the load cases include the dead weight of
the structure, which is composed of the dead weight of the Spruce-Pine-Fir (SPF)
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members and Oriented Strand Board (OSB) sheathing panels. The connections, albeit
small, are defined as weightless.
Due to the fact that an explicit tornado wind speed is being applied to the structure,
there are several assumptions made in the calculations of the loads from ASCE 7-22
that appear in the load cases described below. These are consistent with, although
more extensive than, those used in the development of CSA S520:22. The wind speed
chosen, 135 miles per hour, is the upper end of the EF-2 tornado wind speed (111135 mph). The wind directionality factor, Kd , is taken as 0.80 from the updated
ASCE 7-22 edition. The exposure category selected is C, while the velocity pressure
exposure coefficient, Kz , is assumed to be 1, following ASCE 7-22 for tornado loads.
The load combinations from NBCC, as shown later in this section, use a 1.0 factor
for wind instead of the 1.4 factor otherwise used due to the wind load being based off
an explicit tornado wind speed, as done in CSA S520:22.
The first load case gives the maximum uplift from Chapter 27 on the structure by
applying the wind from the direction parallel to the ridge. This load case uses various
sections on the roof with different uplift loads, with the highest values near the gable
end. The second Chapter 27 load case applies the wind perpendicular to the ridge,
using the positive Cp value on the windward side of the roof and an uplift force on
the leeward side of the roof to maximize the shear in the structure.
There are also two load cases applied to the structure for the envelope procedure
from Chapter 28. These loads are calculated to create two enveloped loads applied
on the roof to represent the worst case wind forces acting on the structure as shown
in Appendix A. These cases will give specific values for external pressure coefficients
from Chapter 28, GCpf , in six different sections of the roof, giving different loads
than in the directional procedure of Chapter 27.
After the uplift capabilities of the structure are tested against wind loading, a load
case with snow loads must be checked as well. To do this, all wind loading on the
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house is removed and snow loads from NBCC 2015 are added in their place. The
combination of snow loads and the dead load of the roof structure, with no uplift
from wind loading, will test the member and connections’ resilience in the opposite
direction from the previous cases. The snow and rain loads taken for the snow load
calculation were the 90th percentile loads of all locations given in the NBCC. The
loads applied encompass all cities and towns of notable size in Canada, with the
final 10% of towns not accounted for being located in rural and/or northern areas.
This ensures that the proposed recommendations are applicable for virtually all new
construction in Canada.
The final load case that will be applied to the structure will be composed of components and cladding loads from Chapter 30 of ASCE 7-22. These loads will be used
to target connections within the framing of the roof, namely the RTWCs, the rafter
to ridge board connection, and the collar tie to rafter connections. This will be done
by adding a components and cladding load to the tributary area of a connection,
whilst keeping the worst case wind loading on the remainder of the roof, as well as
the ever-present dead load. This load combination will give the worst case loading
for any specific connection, and will ensure that all of the connections in the roof are
designed to withstand the maximum possible load that could be present during an
EF2 tornado. All wind load cases also have specific loads on the overhang parts of
the roof structure, which are all calculated separately in Appendix A.
The load cases are all summarized in Table 5 below. The load case is labelled on
the left-most column, the loads applied in the load case are described in the centre
column and the final column references which figure on the following pages showcases
the exact loads applied. The loads on the figures are just for the first load listed in
the loading information column, not the complete summation of all the loads per load
case. All positive loads are acting towards the roof surface and all negative loads are
acting away from the roof surface. All roof overhangs, 600 mm on all four sides of
the roof, are not included visually, but the overhang loading is noted in the figures.
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Table 5: Load cases applied to the finite element model. Accompanying figures display
the specific loads applied by the first load listed in the loading information column.
Load Case

Loading Information

Reference
Figure

1

Tornado Loading with uplift on both sides of the roof

Figure 28

(ASCE 7-22, Chapter 27)
+ Dead Load
2

Tornado Loading with downforce replacing uplift on

Figure 29

windward roof (ASCE 7-22, Chapter 27)
+ Dead Load
3

Tornado Load Case A (ASCE 7-22, Chapter 28)

Figure 30

+ Dead Load
4

Tornado Load Case B (ASCE 7-22, Chapter 28)

Figure 31

+ Dead Load
5

Snow Load (NBCC 2015)

Figure 32

+ Dead Load
6

Components and Cladding Load on selected areas

Figures 33,

(ASCE 7-22, Chapter 30) with

34 & 35

worst case Tornado Load from Load Cases 1-4
+ Dead Load
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Figure 28: Tornado loading on the roof for Load Case 1, with wind parallel to ridge.
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Figure 29: Tornado loading on the roof for Load Case 2, with wind perpendicular to
the ridge.
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Figure 30: Tornado loading on the roof for Load Case 3, for the enveloping procedure
of Chapter 28 of ASCE 7-22.
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Figure 31: Tornado loading on the roof for Load Case 4, for the enveloping procedure
of Chapter 28 of ASCE 7-22.
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Figure 32: NBCC snow loading on the roof for Load Case 5.
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Figure 33: C&C loading for the collar tie to rafter connection, following Chapter 30
of ASCE 7-22, with Load Case 1 on the rest of the roof, other than the targeted
tributary area.
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Figure 34: ASCE 7-22 Chapter 30 loading on the gable ends for Load Case 6 (Structural-Engineering-Institute, 2022).
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Figure 35: ASCE 7-22 Chapter 30 loading on the roof for Load Case 6 (StructuralEngineering-Institute, 2022).
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The only relevant load combinations for the applied loads on the model are below, as
found on Table 4.1.3.2.-A in NBCC 2015:
• Case 3: 1.25D + 1.5S
• Case 4: (1.25D or 0.9D) + 1.0W (using 1.0W instead of 1.4W as found in the
code load combination as the wind load is based on an explicit tornado wind
speed)
• Specified Loads: D = Dead, S = Snow, W = Wind
Case 4 above uses the 0.9 multiplier for the dead load, as this gives a higher uplift
load on the structure. The load combinations including snow and wind companion
loads with each other have been omitted, as the wind loads of an EF-2 tornado are
not likely to be concurrent with any snow loading.
All loads are applied to the finite element SAP2000 model using area loads on the
thin-shell sheathing elements. A full compatibility is assumed between nodes connecting the roof sheathing and all of the rafters, to which the loads will transfer before
moving throughout other members and connections. The loads are applied to the
shell elements using the "Uniform to Frame (Shell)" option, which transfers the loads
directly to the frames to which the area elements are attached rather than just directing the entire load on the sheathing through the joints in each of the four corners
of the area elements. Appropriately meshing the sheathing elements in the model
allows for the loads to be applied with precision to the sections of the roof described
in Load Cases 1-4, as well as the tributary areas for connections when applying the
components and cladding loads in Load Case 6. The loads acting on the ends of the
gable roof laterally are applied to the structure using vertical OSB sheathing panels.
The loading type chosen on SAP2000 is "Nonlinear Direct Integration History" for
wind loads and "Nonlinear Multi-step Static" for both dead and snow loads. The
non-linearity of the analysis types are to mirror the non-linearity of the truss mem-
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ber connections and the RTWCs. The time history wind load is defined with 100
output time steps over the course of 10 seconds using a ramping load, which allows
for a precision analysis to determine which connections or members fail first. All
loads are applied using the same 10 second ramp load time, therefore the ramp rates
differ slightly between each load case. Applying the load in this fashion is critical as
the modelling approach being used is an iterative improvement method, upgrading
the connections and members which fail first before running the model again to see
the results of the alterations. The loading progression following a uniform ramping
loading pattern rather than a specific time history based off wind tunnel data. This
was also beneficial to the performance-based design approach, as the load uniformly
increased between zero and ten seconds, and failure in either members or connections
could be identified at any time step throughout the duration the linear ramp load
was applied. These failed elements are then improved and the ramp load is applied
again to the updated model to find the next location of failure.

3.4

Model Development Summary

To summarize this section, the main aspects of the model development will be outlined. The three main components of the finite-element model are the non-linear
links acting as the connections, the three-dimensional frame elements acting as the
members, and the thin shell elements acting as the roof sheathing. They are connected in three dimensions to create the roof structure, initially following building
code regulations. Loading is applied on the sheathing to replicate tornado loads from
various load cases found in ASCE 7-22. Finally, validation is completed to ensure the
model load paths and results are functional and acting as expected under the loading
applied.
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4

Results

This chapter discusses the results of the analysis. The first iteration of the finite
element model to be run follows the NBCC 2015 stick-built guidelines and the structural effectiveness of these guidelines under EF-2 tornado loads are analyzed. The
locations of failure are identified, whether it be the failure of a connection or of a member. This performance-based design approach iteratively upgrades the connections or
members that fail first, before applying the load cases again to the updated structure
and examining any other connections or members that may be susceptible to failure.
Demand-capacity (D/C) ratios were used throughout the design process to check for
the failure of the various elements used in the gable roof structure. The concept and
application of D/C ratios in this performance-based design approach are based on
past wood-frame research (Stevenson et al., 2018). After the load cases were run in
the finite element model, each demand was compared to a table of element capacities
to be checked for failure. If the D/C ratio is above 1 (ie. the demand is higher than
the capacity), the element is re-designed for the next iteration to have a D/C ratio of
below 1, and the model is run again to find the next location of failure. The highest
D/C ratios from the initial run of the model show which elements fail first in the roof
structure, and are later be compared to post-disaster survey images to find similar
first-failure mechanisms seen in the damages after tornadoes, showing relationships
between the model and actual roof failures. The failure locations are also be compared to the code, to show where the weaknesses are in the current guidelines. For
the final recommendations, each connection will have demand-capacity ratios shown
for the axial direction and both shear directions, and the forces in the members will
be compared to their tensile, bending, shear and compressive resistances. Finally,
conclusions will be drawn to summarize the section before the recommendations are
made in Chapter 5 for the stick-built roof construction that will be resilient to EF-2
tornado winds.
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4.1

Initial Model Results Following Building Code Guidelines

The first iteration of the stick-built roof model tested follows the guidelines described
in Section 9.23 of the National Building Code of Canada (2015), as discussed above.
Figure 36 displays the labels of all the connections and members used in the roof
structure. For each iteration of the model, Tables 6 and 7 are updated as structurally
insufficient connections and members are improved upon.
The initial model uses only 2x4 (38x89 mm) members to make up the structure of
the roof. The nailed connections used to join these members together are either facenailed or toe-nailed. The rafter RTWC and rafter to ridge board connections are
both three-nail toe nails. The ceiling joist RTWC is a two-nail toe-nailed connection,
while the ceiling joist to rafter connection uses 7 nails in a face-nailing pattern. The
collar tie to rafter connection uses three nails face-nailed, and the collar tie braces
are connected to the collar ties using two face-nails.

Figure 36: All member and connections defined in the initial model.
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Table 6: Members used in the first model iteration, following NBCC 2015.
Member Name

Details

Rafter

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4 (38x89 mm)

Ridge Board

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4 (38x89 mm)

Collar Tie

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4 (38x89 mm)

Collar Tie Brace

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4 (38x89 mm)

Ceiling Joist

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4 (38x89 mm)

Table 7: Connections used in the first model iteration, following NBCC 2015.
Connection Name

Details

Rafter RTWC

3-Nail Toe-Nailed

Ceiling Joist RTWC

2-Nail Toe-Nailed

Ceiling Joist to Rafter

7-Nail Face-Nailed

Collar Tie to Rafter

3-Nail Face-Nailed

Collar Tie Brace to Collar Tie

2-Nail Face-Nailed

Rafter to Ridge Board

3-Nail Toe-Nailed

Applying the load cases immediately shows locations of failure within the structure
far before the full load is acting on the elements. Failure in this thesis is defined as
the failure of a single element in the roof structure. Although the remaining roof will
still be temporarily intact, the load sharing will change throughout the connections,
and further failure is likely to occur. The first locations of failure are the RTWCs
of both the rafter and the ceiling joist. The rafter RTWC at the gable end frame,
whose axial capacity is defined using CSA O86, fails at a windspeed of 8.49 m/s (19
mph), which is just 14.06% of the highest windspeed applied in the load cases. The
failure occurs at such a low wind speed due to the fact that CSA O86 underestimates
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the capacity of the three-nail toe-nailed connection by a factor of more than 5. Test
data for toe-nailed connections show the capacity of these connections without any
defects is 2.8 kN (Morrison and Kopp, 2011), and even with various defects including
faulty construction exceeds 1.9 kN. This is significantly higher than the capacities
calculated in Appendix B. Therefore, in reality, the roof structure would fail at a
much higher wind speed and load on the roof structure. Tables 8 and 9 show the
highest demand-capacity ratios of the other elements in the structure at the exact
time that the first rafter RTWC fails during the linearly increasing wind load. The
D/C ratios below are found anywhere in the structure, they are simply the worst case
demand on the element named at the time of the first RTWC failure.

Table 8: D/C ratios in the connections at the time of the rafter RTWC failure.
Connection Name

Axial D/C

Shear2 D/C

Shear3 D/C

Rafter RTWC

1

0.042

0.005

Ceiling Joist RTWC

0.788

0.004

0.002

Ceiling Joist to Rafter

∼0

0.116

0.023

Collar Tie to Rafter

∼0

0.039

0.748

Collar Tie Brace to Collar Tie

∼0

0.016

0.027

Rafter to Ridge Board

0.418

0.091

0.005
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Table 9: D/C ratios in the members at the time of the rafter RTWC failure.
Member Name

Tension D/C

Compression D/C

Shear D/C

Moment D/C

Rafter

0.027

∼0

0.116

0.541

Ridge Board

∼0

0.003

0.030

0.047

Collar Tie

0.064

∼0

0.011

0.056

Collar Tie Brace

0.003

∼0

0.003

0.005

Ceiling Joist

∼0

0.005

0.012

0.133

The above data gives the expected future locations of failure that will be over-capacity
once the rafter RTWC is improved. These locations are the ceiling joist RTWC and
collar tie to rafter connection. For the members, the rafters are the closest to being
over-capacity, as expected. It is clear those locations will need to be improved, after
which the model will have to be run again to find the next location of failure with
the newly improved structure.
4.1.1

Improving the Gable End Frames

With the RTWCs being such weak points in the design, it is clear that the structure
would benefit from more RTWCs being added to the roof. This can be done by adding
connections between the gable end frames and the walls below, essentially giving the
gable roof four sides with RTWCs, similarly to a hip roof. Adding vertical members
connecting the rafters to the bottom of the gable end frames and adding RTWCs to
the bottom of the gable frame will transfer a significant portion of the load through
the gable end frames rather than all of the load going through the rafters to the rafter
and ceiling joist RTWCs.
Improving the gable end frames is also be beneficial to many other connections and
members throughout the structure, as the maximum demand in the initial model
is often found at the gable end frame for structural elements. Analyzing early re64

sults before improving the gable end frames indicate the need for this alteration to
be completed. Below, the D/C ratios of the model layout with struts and various
improved connections are plotted from all frames within the structure to compare
the demand on the gable end frame against the demand on other frames in the roof.
These frames are numbered as shown in Figure 37 (only the first four are shown as
being numbered). The results, shown in Figures 38 and 39, indicate the majority of
structural elements undergo their largest D/C ratio at the gable end frame location.
This analysis shows the results from the envelope of all tornado load cases applied to
the roof.

Figure 37: The labeling direction of the roof frames, whose change in D/C ratios for
each element are shown in Figures 38 and 39.
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Figure 38: The D/C ratios of the connections throughout the roof structure: a) Rafter
RTWC; b) Ceiling Joist RTWC; c) Ceiling Joist to Rafter; d) Collar Tie to Rafter;
e) Rafter to Ridge Board; f) Collar Tie Brace to Collar Tie; and g) Strut to Rafter &
Ceiling Joist. Each connection has D/C ratios shown for the axial direction #, and

each shear direction △, □. Frame numbers 1 and 22 indicate the gable end frames.
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Figure 39: The D/C ratios of the frames throughout the roof structure: a) Rafter;
b) Ceiling Joist; c) Collar Tie; d) Ridge Board; e) Collar Tie Brace; f) Strut. Each
member has D/C ratios shown for moment # and shear △. Frame numbers 1 and 22
indicate the gable end frames.

As the figures above highlight, the gable end frames are often the locations at which
the highest loads occur for many of the structure’s elements. To improve the gable end
frames, inspiration was taken from Section 6.3.1 of CSA S520, Gable Roofs (CanadianStandards-Association-Group, 2022). This includes both specified gable end framing,
including gable end bracing, and using hurricane ties as RTWCs. Hurricane ties will
be used at all RTWC locations in the roof structure, as the current RTWCs need to
be improved and the new RTWCs at the gable end frame will require more strength
than the code-specified axial capacity of a toe-nailed connection. The ties that will be
used are the H2.5 hurricane ties. These will be added to the connection for all existing
RTWCs in the present structure, and will additionally be used for the RTWCs of the
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gable end frame. This tie was chosen as it adequately resists the uplift, as well as
being commonly implemented and inexpensive. The H2.5 tie can also be added to a
connection which is already toe-nailed, which is required as the shear capacity of the
tie is low.
The complete and detailed guidelines which were followed for the implementation
of the gable end frame are depicted clearly in Section 5.1, where the final Building
Code Recommendations are shown. However, there will also be a short discussion
of the changes made to the structure here. 2x4 (38x89 mm) studs will be added
every 600 mm with their strong axis perpendicular to the face of the gable end wall.
To allow for the addition of these stud members, there must be a top plate added
to the gable end stud framing to allow for the attachment of these members in the
specified orientation. For the bottom of the studs to be attached to the structure in
the correct orientation, the ceiling joists of the gable end frames must be removed
and the studs will be attached to the wall plates below. The top and bottom of the
gable end studs will be connected using three-nail toe-nailed connections, as well as
H2.5 ties, as the code-defined capacities for toe-nails in the axial direction are too
low. All studs exceeding 1800 mm in length will be braced at the midpoint of the
gable end frame height, the braces being connected with two-nail face-nails. Diagonal
braces will extend from the gable end studs to the top of the roof framing, with the
first installed at the bottom of the studs and the second installed from the mid-height
of the studs, at a slope of no greater than 45°. These braces shall be 2x6 (38x140
mm), and will be laterally restrained by a perpendicular brace at 1.83 m length or
less. The braces will be fastened to 2x4 blocking between the rafters with 8 nails
face-nailed, and to the studs with 3 nails face-nailed. The blocking will also be added
to the adjacent truss bays on both sides of the one to which the brace is attached.
The gable end overhang will be framed using 2x4 outrigger members which will be
connected to the gable end rafter, as well as the adjacent two rafters, one overhanging
and the other 600 mm inwards, with 2-nail face-nailed connections. The outrigger
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members are to be added every 600 mm as well over-top the gable end frame. The
gable end frame will be lowered to accommodate the cantilevered outrigger members.
These cantilevered members will be attached to the gable end frame using H2.5 ties
to ensure enough capacity to restrain the uplift on the overhang.
4.1.2

Remaining Structural Improvements for Resilience Against EF-2
Wind Loads

With the addition of the RTWCs and gable end framing specified above, the model is
once again ready to be run to analyze the need for improvement of other elements. The
noted locations that may require improvement were the collar tie to rafter connection
and the size of the rafter member. The moment in the members can be severely
reduced by adding struts one-third of the way up the rafters that connect to the
ceiling joists below. These struts, connected using three-nail face-nails at an angle of
no less than 45° to the horizontal, allow for the use of more common wood grade for
the implementation of the rafters. The size of the struts can be the smallest size and
grade used in the roof structure, SPF No.1/No.2 2x4 (38x89 mm). Due to the collar
tie being attached to the rafter at a height of around two-thirds of the roof and the
struts being added at a height of one-third of the roof, the rafters now only have open
spans of one-third their total length.
Even with the addition of these struts however, there is still failure to some of the
initial elements used in the model. These changes will be summarized below in Table
10, starting with the first element to fail and continuing in order of failure. All
elements altered are highlighted in Figure 40.
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Table 10: All of the updated connections (C) and members (M) due to wind loading
in order of failure.
Element Name

Failure Mode

Initial

Updated

Collar Tie to

Shear

3-Nail Face-Nail

6-Nail Face-Nail

Moment

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4

SPF Select

Rafter (C)
Rafter (M)

Structural 2x6
Ceiling Joist (M)

Moment

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4

SPF Select
Structural 2x6

Collar Tie (M)

Moment

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4

SPF No.1/No.2 2x6

Ridge Board (M)

Moment

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4

SPF No.1/No.2 2x6

Strut (M)

Moment

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4

SPF No.1/No.2 2x6

Figure 40: The updated connections highlighted.
As displayed above, the four remaining improvements for the structure to be resilient
against EF-2 tornado wind loads are an improvement to the collar tie to rafter connection, and an increase in size for the rafter and ceiling joist members. There is also
a need for an increase in size for the collar tie, ridge board, and newly added strut
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members, who all need to be 2x6 members rather than their inital 2x4 size. The
addition of the struts ensured that no members used had to be Machine Stress Rated
grade to be resilient against EF-2 tornado loads, which allows for more simplicity in
the construction process.
4.1.3

Additional Improvements Required Due to Snow Load

The snow load case is a critical load case for the structural design of the roof and
the final stick-framing guidelines laid out in Section 5, Conclusions and Recommendations. The weight of the snow on the roof combined with the dead load of the
structure created the worst-case loading scenario for a few of the elements. The
changes required to these elements will be shown in order of first failure to last below
in Table 11, and highlighted in Figure 41, just as in the previous subsection that discussed changes due to the wind loading cases. All the alterations that are discussed
below are in addition to the improvements from the previous subsection.

Table 11: All of the updated connections (C) and members (M) due to snow loading
in order of failure.
Element Name

Failure Mode

Initial

Updated

Rafter (M)

Moment

SPF Select Structural 2x6

MSR 2250Fb-1.9E

Collar Tie

Shear

6-Nail Face-Nail

10-Nail Face-Nail

Shear

7-Nail Face-Nail

10-Nail Face-Nail

to Rafter (C)
Ceiling Joist
to Rafter (C)
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Figure 41: The updated connections highlighted.
The improvements that are required for resilience against snow loading are an increase
in rafter strength, using an MSR grade member, and an increase in capacity of the
collar tie to rafter connection, which requires an additional four nails as the shear
capacity needs to be substantially increased to accommodate the additional load in
the direction of gravity. This is also the case for the ceiling joist to rafter connection,
which undergoes similarly-sized shear loading due to the large snow loads applied on
the roof.

4.2

Discussion of Improvements Made

The two types of loading applied to the roof structure both had clear effects on the
design of the connections and members. The wind load cases were responsible for
the design of both of the RTWCs. The five wind load cases were also influential in
the design of the members, as the ceiling joist, collar tie, and ridge board members
required an increase in size. The snow load case had the largest effect on the rafter
members and the connections that attached the rafter to other members, namely the
collar tie to rafter and ceiling joist to rafter connections. The high forces found in the
gable end frames made it critical to change the layout of those frames. Adding more
RTWCs ensured that the extreme load demand on the edge of the roof structure and
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the overhang were effectively dealt with.
All of the members and connections used in the final recommendations are depicted
in Figures 42 through 44. The exact changes to the connections and members found
in the initial NBCC guidelines are shown in Tables 12 and 13 following the figures.
These tables also shows which elements were added to the roof structure throughout
the design process. This includes the gable end framing, the struts, and any overhang
framing. The same figures are labelled in Section 5.1 with the exact connection and
member requirements.
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Figure 42: The complete labelling of the repeating inner frame.
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Figure 43: The complete labelling of the gable end frame.
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Figure 44: The complete labelling of the outrigger framing and bracing (after CSA S520).

Table 12: All changes or additions to connections from the initial NBCC guidelines
for the final recommendations.
Element of Roof

Initial

Final

Rafter RTWC

3-Nail Toe-Nail

3-Nail Toe-Nail
& H2.5 Tie

Ceiling Joist RTWC

2-Nail Toe-Nail

2-Nail Toe-Nail
& H2.5 Tie

Ceiling Joist to Rafter

7-Nail Face-Nail

10-Nail Face-Nail

Collar Tie to Rafter

3-Nail Face-Nail

10-Nail Face-Nail

Rafter to Ridge Board

3-Nail Toe-Nail

3-Nail Toe-Nail

Collar Tie Brace to Collar Tie

2-Nail Face-Nail

2-Nail Face-Nail

Strut to Rafter/Ceiling Joist

3-Nail Face-Nail

Gable End Stud to Wall/Top Plate

3-Nail Toe-Nail
& H2.5 Tie

Gable End Stud Brace to Stud

2-Nail Face-Nail

Gable End Diagonal Brace to Stud

3-Nail Face-Nail

Gable End Diagonal Brace to Blocking

8-Nail Face-Nail

Outrigger to Gable End Rafter

3-Nail Toe-Nail
& H2.5 Tie

Outrigger to Other Rafters

2-Nail Face-Nail

Blocking to Rafters

2-Nail Face-Nail
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Table 13: All changes or additions to members from the initial NBCC guidelines for
the final recommendations.
Rafter

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4

MSR 2250Fb-1.9E

Ceiling Joist

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4

SPF Select Structural 2x6

Collar Tie

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4

SPF No.1/No.2 2x6

Ridge Board

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4

SPF No.1/No.2 2x6

Collar Tie Brace

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4

Strut

SPF No.1/No.2 2x6

Gable End Stud

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4

Gable End Stud Brace

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4

Gable End Diagonal Brace

SPF No.1/No.2 2x6

Outrigger

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4

Top Plate

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4

Blocking

SPF No.1/No.2 2x4

4.3

Final Demand-Capacity Ratios

The demand-capacity ratios for all elements in the final recommended structure are
included to show at which locations the design is near-capacity. The D-C ratios are
calculated using the maximum demand on the connection or member at any location
within the roof structure for any load case. The first table, Table 14 shows the D/C
ratios of the connections, with the second, Table 15, showing the D/C ratios for all
members in the structure.
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Table 14: Final D/C ratios of the connections.
Connection Name

Axial D/C

Shear2 D/C

Shear3 D/C

Rafter RTWC

0.633

0.833

0.485

Ceiling Joist RTWC

0.615

0.823

0.433

Ceiling Joist to Rafter

∼0

0.390

0.941

Collar Tie to Rafter

∼0

0.052

0.974

Rafter to Ridge Board

0.969

0.744

0.283

Collar Tie Brace to Collar Tie

0.496

0.025

0.115

Strut to Rafter/Ceiling Joist

∼0

0.950

0.631

Gable End Stud to Wall/Top Plate

0.835

0.790

0.068

Gable End Stud Brace to Stud

∼0

0.816

0.397

Gable End Diagonal Brace to Stud

∼0

0.430

0.732

Gable End Diagonal Brace to Blocking

∼0

0.543

0.878

Outrigger to Gable End Rafter

0.381

0.186

0.008

Outrigger to Other Rafters

∼0

0.940

0.472

Blocking to Rafters

∼0

0.764

0.426
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Table 15: Final D/C ratios of the members.
Member Name

Tension

Compression

Shear

Moment

Member Name

D/C

D/C

D/C

D/C

Rafter

0.023

0.459

0.772

0.943

Ceiling Joist

0.117

0.021

0.249

0.823

Collar Tie

0.119

0.331

0.038

0.458

Ridge Board

0.063

0.092

0.742

0.710

Collar Tie Brace

0.031

0.022

0.092

0.340

Strut

0.054

0.083

0.206

0.423

Gable End Stud

0.151

0.367

0.563

0.967

Gable End Stud Brace

0.287

∼0

0.391

0.483

Gable End Diagonal Brace

0.064

0.113

0.298

0.470

Outriggers

0.002

0.023

0.294

0.842

There are a significant amount of D/C ratios exceeding 0.9, which is due to the elements being designed to withstand the applied loads without being over-designed.
Every connection requires each of the nails specified to avoid structural failure. The
safety factors applied in the calculations for the capacities of the connections ensure that they are structurally capable regardless of the high demand/capacity ratios
shown above.
4.3.1

Model Results Compared to Damage Survey Photos

Comparing the failure of elements observed in the model to damage survey photos of
stick-framed roofs indicate the weak points in the current practice. The RTWCs were
the connections that were the most over-capacity in the model. This aligns with many
damage survey photos which show that the entire roof structure has been lifted off the
wall plates, as seen in Figures 3, 4, and 6 in Section 1.2. It also aligns with fragility
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analyses completed in past research (Amini and van de Lindt, 2014). This is by far the
most common failure mode observed from all the stick-built roof failures analyzed. In
these images, the rafter RTWCs failed more rapidly than any other connection in the
frame, and the connection between the rafter and ceiling joist also failed, allowing
for the removal of the roof entirely. The recommended 7-nail connection between
the ceiling joists and rafters is often seen in structures as constructed using only 3
nails, which makes it unsurprising that the ceiling joists remain attached to the walls
after the rafter RTWCs fail. As seen from the initial model data, collar tie to rafter
connections are also a highly likely location of failure. Figure 5 shows the removal of
half the roof, indicating the failure of not just the RTWC, but also the collar tie to
rafter connection, as many collar ties can still be seen on other non-failed frames. The
collar tie to rafter connections were, after both RTWCs, the most altered connection
from the model, with seven additional nails required to resist the load demand. This
indicates another failure mode that can be explained with the model’s results. The
recommendations that this thesis suggests are visualized in a damage survey photo
in Figure 45 below.
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Figure 45: Thesis recommendations highlighted on a damage survey photo.
Due to the early failure of RTWCs in stick-framed roofs, it is hard to discern the order
of failure of many of the remaining connections based off of solely the damage survey
photos, as they would not be able to fail after the removal of the roof structure. Any
damages that would be visible on a removed roof structure could possibly also not be
from wind loads, but also from impact with the ground or other objects.
4.3.2

Cost Analysis

To see the additional material cost of implementing these recommended changes, a
cost analysis is completed. The calculations for this analysis are shown in Appendix
C. Due to the lack of recommending specific member sizes in the current NBCC
guidelines, there is only the ability to show the increase in cost for the members
used. The connections, however, are specifically outlined in the current guidelines,
therefore there is the ability to show both the increase in cost of the new recommended
connections, as well as the cost increase as a percentage of the cost following the
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current guidelines. It is important to note that the cost of construction labour is not
calculated, which is more significant than the material costs.
The addition of the struts as members will give an additional material cost of about
CAD$203.68. The addition of the gable end frame and outrigger members adds
another CAD$332.91 to the construction cost, totalling CAD$536.59 for all additional members. These members are all either SPF 2x4 or SPF 2x6 sized, which cost
CAD$3.28 or CAD$4.00 per metre. Looking at the connections, the addition of the
gable end frame and outriggers, as well as the bracing, add a lot of connections to
the roof structure. There is also the inclusion of any nails that the H2.5 ties require.
The additional cost of the materials used for the connections suggested is around
CAD$465.22. These values are based on a cost of CAD$0.98 per H2.5 hurricane tie,
and CAD$0.07 per framing nail.
The total costs listed above are relatively little when they are compared to the benefit
of having a roof structure that can endure tornado loads from more than 90% of all
tornadoes occurring in Canada. The value of damages that would occur in a scenario
where the roof structure were to fail would cost significantly more than what has been
calculated here.

4.4

Conclusions

To summarize this section, it is clear from the results of the model that there is a
need for current stick-framing guidelines to be improved so that they are suitable to
resist EF-2 tornadoes. Many elements in the model failed by multiple factors when
the wind and snow load cases are applied. There is a clear need for an altered gable
end frame to mitigate the forces in the rafters and RTWCs. More elements than
expected are designed based off the load demand from the snow load case, which
increases the complexity of the roof structure’s connections and members significantly
when compared to the design required to deal with the wind load cases. The failure
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methods observed in stick-built roofs from tornado damage surveys align with the
failure methods seen in the model, with the most common failures from real structures
post-disaster matching the elements in the roof that have the lowest capacity to
the load demand (ie. first to fail). Finally, it was also calculated that the cost of
implementing the improved recommendations outlined above and more thoroughly in
Section 5.1 is quite low, and negligible when compared to the potential losses when
a roof fails, exposing the inside of the house.
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5

Recommendations and Conclusions

The goal of this research is to develop the current building code guidelines for stickbuilt roofs to withstand EF-2 tornado loads. The research aims to fill the gap in
CSAS520:22 with respect to stick-framed roofs, where the current framing practices
described adhere only to the use of trussed frames. The results show that existing
guidelines are inadequate for high wind loads, indicating the need to improve these
regulations for EF-2 tornado loads and high snow loads. The improvements identified
herein touch upon almost all of the connections in the roof structure, and bring
up the need to recommend member sizes and strengths, which are not currently
specified. Member sizes with current practices, which tend to have weak connections,
are not susceptible to fail before the connections do. However, with increased-capacity
connections, member failures are possible. The following sections depict the new
building code recommendations for stick-built roof framing thoroughly.

5.1

Recommendations for EF-2 Tornadoes and Snow Loading

The final recommendations for stick-built roof framing are shown below in Figures 46
through 48 and elaborated on in the page that follows. This covers all aspects of the
framing, the repeated inner framing connection and member layout, the gable end
frame specifications, as well as the outrigger framing.
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Figure 46: The recommended connections and members in the repeating inner frame.
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Figure 47: The recommended connections and members in the gable end frame.
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Figure 48: The recommended connections and members in the outrigger framing and bracing (after CSA S520).

Below is a list of additional specifications not stated in the above figures.
• All nails, unless otherwise specified, are 3.33 mm diameter x 76 mm length
• The repeating inner frames are to be spaced at no more than 600 mm on centre
• All gable end studs are to be oriented with their strong axis perpendicular to
the face of the gable end frame
• Diagonal gable end bracing does not need to be added within 1200 mm of the
edges of the gable end frame
• Blocking is not required between any rafters that do not have a brace attached
in their bay or are adjacent to such a rafter
• Gable end studs are to be braced horizontally if they exceed 1800 mm in height
• Outriggers shall extend at least as long as the cantilevered distance inwards (ie.
to the first rafter inwards if cantilever is 600 mm)
It is strongly recommended that any rafters use a birdsmouth cut above the wall
plate, as is common practice in the field. This is shown in Figure 49 and is crucial
for the transfer of gravity-direction loads into the walls below.
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Figure 49: A birdsmouth cut on a rafter above the wall plate.
The support of the struts has been altered from the NBCC guidelines followed. The
NBCC requires the strut to be connected to the ceiling joist above a load-bearing
wall. This clause makes it challenging to include struts on every rafter, as is necessary structurally for additional support of the load from the rafters. The model did
not implement load-bearing walls beneath each strut to ceiling joist connection and
therefore the recommended strut implementation can be put into effect without this
previous requirement.
There is one additional change that can be made to the given recommendations
above, if the constructor chooses so. The rafter to ridge board connection can also
use one of the many rafter hanger options for increased strength and longevity in that
connection, albeit the connection will cost more and take more time to implement.

5.2

Recommendations for Future Work

Any further work done to expand on the research covered in this study should consider
a variety of roof shapes and sizes. This study focused on only one roof angle of a
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gable roof. Analyzing hip roofs to check the structural stability of the current NBCC
stick-framing guidelines for that roof shape could yield different results. The roof
slope is also an important factor that was kept the same. A increase in the angle of
the roof slope would lower the snow load experienced by the structure, as well as the
wind loads. The analysis of any additional structural roof elements was ignored, such
as a piggyback truss or any other over-framing completed. Therefore the following
studies would be recommended to further expand on the current research presented:
• A three-dimensional finite element analysis of gable roofs with varying slopes,
to check if any other failure modes become prominent. This should also include
a variety of roof plan shapes, and over-framing practices to cover all potential
connections that can be completed in stick-framing practices.
• A three-dimensional finite element model analysis of hip roofs with varying
slopes, to check for other failure modes and to describe other connection requirements not covered with gable roofs (ie. jack rafter to hip rafter connections).
The finite element model did not consider any non-structural elements of the roof
system, such as roofing materials other than the OSB sheathing. The weight of any
roof soffits or interior ceiling finished were also not considered in the design. All of
these elements would have an impact on the self weight of the roof structure, lowering
the net uplift forces experienced.
In general, stick-framing is a practice that is used much less commonly than off-site
assembled engineered trusses, and any research that focuses on stick-built roofing
practices should note that the largest benefit that stick-built roofs have over conventional framing is the ability to effectively assemble the entire roof structure on-site.
Therefore any recommendations on stick-framing need to ensure the focus remains
on creating simple guidelines to follow so that they can be implemented easily.
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Appendix
A

: Wind and Snow Load Calculations

A.1: MWFRS - ASCE Chapter 27 - Directional Procedure - Table 27.2-1
Step 1: Building Risk Category
Category II
Step 2: Basic Wind Speed, V (m/s)
EF2 Tornado Wind Speed: 111-135 mph (using highest value within range)
V = 135 mph = 60.35 m/s
Step 3: Determine Wind Load Parameters
Wind Directionality Factor, Kd , Table 26.6-1
Note: using ASCE 7-22’s updated value (0.80) instead of the value used in ASCE
7-16 (0.85)
Kd = 0.80 (building, MWFRS)
Exposure Category, Section 26.7.3
• Exposure C (this is chosen for tornadoes, rather than the Exposure B category
the building would otherwise fall under)
Topographic Factor, Kzt , Table 26.8-1
Kzt = 1 (no hill or ridge being considered)
Ground Elevation Factor, Ke , Section 26.9
Ke = 1 (for all elevations)
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Gust-Effect Factor, G, Section 26.11
G = 0.85 (rigid building, low-rise as defined in Section 26.2)
Enclosure Classification, Section 26.12
• Partially Enclosed Building (total area of openings in a wall that receives positive external pressure exceeds 4 ft2 or 1% of the area of that wall)
Internal Pressure Coefficient, GCpi , Table 26.13-1
GCpi = ±0.55 (partially enclosed building)
Step 4: Determine Velocity Pressure Exposure Coefficient
Velocity Pressure Exposure Coefficient, Kz , Table 26.10-1
Kz = 1 (assumption for EF-2 tornado design)
Step 5: Determine Velocity Pressure
Velocity Pressure, qh , at mean roof height, Equation 26.10-1
qh = 0.613Kz Kzt Kd Ke V 2
qh = 0.613(1)(1)(0.80)(1)(60.35)2
qh = 1786.10 N/m2
Step 6: Determine External Pressure Coefficient
External Pressure Coefficient, Cp , Figure 27.3-1 for gable roofs
height/length ≈ 5m/10m = 0.5, Roof Slope = 31°
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Cp = 0.2 windward, −0.6 leeward, −0.7 gable end walls
(perpendicular to ridge, for shear)
Cp = −0.9, −0.5, −0.3 in their respective zones, −0.7 gable end walls
(parallel to ridge, for uplift)
Step 7: Calculate Wind Pressure on Each Building Surface
Rigid and Flexible Buildings, Equation 27.3-1
q = qh for roofs evaluated at height h (m)
qi = qh for negative internal pressure evaluation in partially enclosed buildings
Load Case 1
p = qGCp − qi (GCpi )
p = (1786.10)(0.85)(−0.2) − (1786.10)(0.55)
p = −1285.99 N/m2
pwindward = ±0.001286 N/mm2 (towards/away from roof)
pleeward = −0.001893 N/mm2 (away from roof)

Load Case 2
p0−h = −0.002349 N/mm2 (away from roof)
ph−2h = −0.001741 N/mm2 (away from roof)
p>2h = −0.001438 N/mm2 (away from roof)

Both load cases
pgableends = −0.002047 N/mm2 (away from roof)
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Roof Overhang Loading
Section 27.3.3
poverhang = qGCp
poverhang = (1786.10)(0.85)(0.8)
poverhang = 1214.55 N/m2
poverhang = 0.001214 N/mm2 (upwards)
Note: All loads from both load cases using ASCE 7-22 Chapter 27 loads
are displayed on the roof in Figures 28 and 29.
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A.2: MWFRS - ASCE Chapter 28 - Envelope Procedure - Table 28.2-1
Step 1 - Step 5: The same as Chapter 27 calculations
Step 6: Determine External Pressure Coefficient
External Pressure Coefficient, GCpf , Figure 28.3-1 for gable roofs
height/length ≈ 5m/10m = 0.5, Roof Slope = 31°
Load Case A

Figure 50: MWFRS GCpf building surfaces for Chapter 28 Load Case A (StructuralEngineering-Institute, 2022).

Table 16: External pressure coefficients: Chapter 28, Load Case A.
Building Surface

GCpf

2

0.21 (acting towards surface)

2E

0.27

3

-0.43 (acting away from surface)

3E

-0.53
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Load Case B

Figure 51: MWFRS GCpf building surfaces for Chapter 28 Load Case B (StructuralEngineering-Institute, 2022).

Table 17: External pressure coefficients: Chapter 28, Load Case B.
Building Surface

GCpf

2

-0.69 (acting away from surface)

2E

-1.07

3

-0.37

3E

-0.53

5

0.40 (acting towards surface)

5E

0.61

6

-0.29

6E

-0.43
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Step 7: Calculate Wind Pressure on Each Building Surface
Rigid and Flexible Buildings, Equation 28.3-1
p = qh [(GCpf ) − (GCpi )]
p = (1786.10)[(GCpf ) − (±0.55)]
Minimum Design Wind Loads:
MWFRS Roof: 0.38 kN/m2 (0.00038 N/mm2 )
MWFRS Walls: 0.77kN/m2 (0.00077 N/mm2 )
Load Case A
using +0.55
pS2 = (1786.10)[(0.21) − (+0.55)] = −607.28 N/m2 = −0.000607 N/mm2
pS2E = (1786.10)[(0.27) − (+0.55)] = −500.10 N/m2 = −0.000500 N/mm2
pS3 = (1786.10)[(−0.43) − (+0.55)] = −1750.59 N/m2 = −0.001751 N/mm2
pS3E = (1786.10)[(−0.53) − (+0.55)] = −1928.47 N/m2 = −0.001928 N/mm2
using -0.55
pS2 = (1786.10)[(0.21) − (−0.55)] = 1357.18 N/m2 = 0.001357 N/mm2
pS2E = (1786.10)[(0.27) − (−0.55)] = 1464 N/m2 = 0.001464 N/mm2
pS3 = (1786.10)[(−0.43) − (−0.55)] = 214.33 N/m2 = 0.000214 N/mm2
= minimum 0.00038 N/mm2
pS3E = (1786.10)[(−0.53) − (−0.55)] = 35.72 N/m2 = 0.000036 N/mm2
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= minimum 0.00038 N/mm2
Load Case B
using +0.55
pS2 = (1786.10)[(−0.69) − (+0.55)] = −2214.77 N/m2 = −0.002214 N/mm2
pS2E = (1786.10)[(−1.07) − (+0.55)] = −2893.48 N/m2 = −0.002893 N/mm2
pS3 = (1786.10)[(−0.37) − (+0.55)] = −1643.20 N/m2 = −0.001643 N/mm2
pS3E = (1786.10)[(−0.53) − (+0.55)] = −1928.47 N/m2 = −0.001928 N/mm2
pS5 = (1786.10)[(0.40) − (+0.55)] = −267.92 N/m2 = −0.000267 N/mm2
= minimum − 0.00077 N/mm2
pS5E = (1786.10)[(0.61) − (+0.55)] = 107.16 N/m2 = 0.000107 N/mm2
= minimum 0.00077 N/mm2
pS6 = (1786.10)[(−0.29) − (+0.55)] = −1500.32 N/m2 = −0.001500 N/mm2
pS6E = (1786.10)[(−0.43) − (+0.55)] = −1750.38 N/m2 = −0.001750 N/mm2
using -0.55
pS2 = (1786.10)[(−0.69) − (−0.55)] = −250.05 N/m2 = −0.000250 N/mm2
= minimum − 0.00038 N/mm2
pS2E = (1786.10)[(−1.07) − (−0.55)] = −928.77 N/m2 = −0.000928 N/mm2
pS3 = (1786.10)[(−0.37) − (−0.55)] = 321.50 N/m2 = 0.000321 N/mm2
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= minimum 0.00038 N/mm2
pS3E = (1786.10)[(−0.53) − (−0.55)] = 35.72 N/m2 = 0.000036 N/mm2
= minimum 0.00038 N/mm2
pS5 = (1786.10)[(0.40) − (−0.55)] = 1696.79 N/m2 = 0.001697 N/mm2
pS5E = (1786.10)[(0.61) − (−0.55)] = 2071.88 N/m2 = 0.002072 N/mm2
pS6 = (1786.10)[(−0.29) − (−0.55)] = 464.39 N/m2 = 0.000464 N/mm2
= minimum 0.00077 N/mm2
pS6E = (1786.10)[(−0.43) − (−0.55)] = 214.33 N/m2 = 0.000214 N/mm2
= minimum 0.00077 N/mm2
Roof Overhang Loading
Section 28.3.3
The positive external pressure on the bottom surface of windward roof overhangs
shall be determined using GCp = 0.7 and combined with top surface pressures
poverhang = qGCp
poverhang = (1786.10)(0.7)
poverhang = 1250.27 N/m2
poverhang = 0.001250 N/mm2 (upwards)
Note: All loads from both load cases using ASCE 7-22 Chapter 28 loads
are displayed on the roof in Figures 30 and 31.
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A.3: Components and Cladding Wind Loads - ASCE Chapter 30 - Table
30.3-1
Minimum Design Wind Loads: C&C Roof: 0.77 kN/m2 (0.00077 N/mm2 )
Step 1, 2, & 4: The same as Chapter 27 calculations
Step 3: Determine Wind Load Parameters
Wind Directionality Factor, Kd , Table 26.6-1
Kd = 0.90 (building, C&C, roof zone 1’), or 0.75 (building, C&C, all other zones)
Step 5: Determine Velocity Pressure
Velocity Pressure, qh , at mean roof height, Equation 26.10-1
For roof zone 1’
qh = 0.613Kz Kzt Kd Ke V 2
qh = 0.613(1)(1)(0.90)(1)(60.35)2
qh = 2009.36 N/m2

For all other roof zones
qh = 0.613Kz Kzt Kd Ke V 2
qh = 0.613(1)(1)(0.75)(1)(60.35)2
qh = 1674.47 N/m2
Step 6: Determine External Pressure Coefficient
External Pressure Coefficient, GCp , Figure 30.3-2D for gable roofs and overhangs
• Roof slope = 31°, effective wind area dependent on tributary area
• Design each component for maximum positive and negative pressures
Step 7: Calculate Wind Pressure on Each Building Surface
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Rigid and Flexible Buildings, Equation 30.3-1
q = qh for roofs evaluated at height h (m)
p = qh [(GCp ) − (GCpi )] = (qh )[(GCp ) − (±0.55)], in N/mm2

Example: Collar Tie Tributary Area
p = (2009.36)[(−1.8) − (+0.55)], in N/mm2
p = −4722.00 N/mm2
Roof Overhang Loading
Figure 30.3-2D for GCp values
Note: All loads from the load case using ASCE 7-22 Chapter 30 loads are
displayed on the roof in Figures 33, 34 and 35.
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A.4: Snow Loads - NBCC Section 4.1.6
Ss and Sr values are 90th percentile of all locations given in NBCC, encompassing all
cities and towns of notable size in Canada.
S = Is [Ss (Cb Cw Cs Ca ) + Sr ]
Is = 1 (normal), T able 4.1.6.2. − A
Ss = 4 kP a, Appendix C T able C − 2
Cb = 0.8, Section 4.1.6.2.(2)a)i)
Cw = 1, Section 4.1.6.2.(3)
Cs = 0.975, Section 4.1.6.2.(5)b)
Ca = 1, Section 4.1.6.2.(8)
Sr = 0.5 kP a, Appendix C T able C − 2
S = 1[4(0.8 · 1 · 0.975 · 1) + 0.5] = 3.62 kP a = 0.0036 N/mm2
Note: All loads from the load case using NBCC 2015 snow loads are
displayed on the roof in Figure 32.
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A.5: Load Combinations - NBCC Section 4.1.3
The only relevant load combinations for the applied loads on the model are as follows,
found on Table 4.1.3.2.-A:
• Case 3: 1.25D + 1.5S
• Case 4: 0.9D + 1.0W (using 1.0W instead of the 1.4W in the code load combination as the wind load is based off an explicit tornado wind speed)
• Specified Loads: D = Dead, S = Snow, W = Wind
The load combinations including snow and wind companion loads with each other
have been omitted, as the wind loads are those of an EF-2 tornado, and they would
not be concurrent with any snow loading.
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B

: Connection and Member Resistances

Using CSA O86-14 for method and values unless otherwise noted
B.1: Connection Resistances
Three-Nail Toe-Nailed Connection
Withdrawal Resistance: Section 12.9.5.2
ϕ = 0.6
KSF = 1 for dry service (service condition factor)
KT = 1 for untreated lumber (treatment factor)
dF = 3.66 mm (nail diameter - NBCC 9.23)
G = 0.49 (specific gravity of Douglas Fir)
Lp = 0.5 (nail penetration = 50%)
nF = 3 (number of fasteners)
JA = 0.67 (toe-nailing factor)
JB = 1 (nail clinching factor)
Prw = ϕYw Lp nF JA JB
Yw = yw (KSF KT )
yw = 16.4dF0.82 G2.2
yw = 16.4(3.66)0.82 (0.49)2.2 = 9.893
Yw = 9.893(1)(1) = 9.893
Lp =

76
= 38 mm
2

Prw = 0.6(9.893)(38)(3)(0.67)(1) = 489.17 = 490 N, 615 N f or wind loads
Note: KD may be taken as 1.25 for wind design for withdrawal resistance of connections, no snow load acting on withdrawal direction
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Lateral Resistance: Section 12.9.4.1
ϕ = 0.6
JE = 1 (end grain factor)
JA = 0.83 (toe-nailing factor)
KD = 1 for standard term (load duration factor - due to snow loading case)
JD = 1 (factor for diaphragm construction)
t1 = 38 mm (member thickness)
Nr = ϕNu nF nS JF
Nu = nu (KD KSF KT )
s
2
f3
fy
nu = f1 d2F ·
·
·
3 f1 + f3 f1
f1 = 50G(1 − 0.01dF ) = 50(0.49)[1 − 0.01(3.66)] = 23.6033
f3 = 110G1.8 (1 − 0.01dF ) = 29.35
fy = 50(16 − dF ) = 617
nu = 982.3 N
Nu = 982.3(1)(1)(1) = 982.3 N
JF = JE JA JB JD = 1(0.83)(1)(1) = 0.83
Nr = 0.8(982.3)(3)(1)(0.83) = 1956.74 = 1950 N
Two-Nail Toe-Nailed Connection
nF = 2 (number of fasteners)
Withdrawal Resistance: Section 12.9.5.2
Prw = ϕYw Lp nF JA JB
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Prw = 0.6(9.893)(41)(2)(0.67)(1) = 326.11 = 325 N, 410 N f or wind loads
Lateral Resistance: Section 12.9.4.1
Nr = ϕNu nF nS JF
Nr = 0.8(982.3)(2)(1)(0.83) = 1304.5 = 1300 N
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Three-Nail Face-Nailed Connection
JA = 1 (toe-nailing factor)
Withdrawal Resistance: Section 12.9.5.2
Prw = ϕYw Lp nF JA JB
Prw = 0.6(9.893)(41)(3)(1)(1) = 730.1 = 730 N
Lateral Resistance: Section 12.9.4.1
Nr = ϕNu nF nS JF
JF = JE JA JB JD = 1(1)(1)(1) = 1
Nr = 0.8(982.3)(3)(1)(1) = 2357.52 = 2355 N
Ten-Nail Face-Nailed Connection
JA = 1 (toe-nailing factor)
Withdrawal Resistance: Section 12.9.5.2
Prw = ϕYw Lp nF JA JB
Prw = 0.6(9.893)(41)(10)(1)(1) = 2430 N
Lateral Resistance: Section 12.9.4.1
Nr = ϕNu nF nS JF
JF = JE JA JB JD = 1(1)(1)(1) = 1
Nr = 0.8(982.3)(10)(1)(1) = 7830 N
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H2.5 Hurricane Tie
Withdrawal Resistance: Section 12.10.3
Nr = ϕNu
Nu = nu (KD KSF KT )
Nu = 5840(1.25)(1)(1) = 7300 N
Nr = 0.6(7300) = 4380 N
Lateral Resistance: Section 12.10.3
Nr = ϕNu
Nu = nu (KD KSF KT )
Nu = 1222.5(1)(1)(1) = 1222.5 N
Nr = 0.6(1222.5) = 735 N
Summary of Connection Capacities
Table 18: Capacities of all connections.
Connection

Axial (N)

Shear (N)

2-Nail Toe-Nail

325

1300

3-Nail Toe-Nail

490

1950

2-Nail Face-Nail

490

1570

3-Nail Face-Nail

730

2355

10-Nail Face-Nail

2430

7830

H2.5 Hurricane Tie

4380

735
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B.2: Member Resistances
All member resistances summarized in Table 19 on Page 119.
SPF No.1/No.2 - 2x4 Members - 38x89 mm
Bending Resistance: Section 6.5.4
ϕ = 0.9
fb = 11.8 N/mm2 (structural light framing, Table 6.3.1A)
KD = 1 (standard term load duration - due to snow loading case, Table 5.3.2.2)
KH = 1.4 (bending Case 2, Table 6.4.4)
KSb = 1 (dry conditions, Table 6.4.2)
KT = 1 (untreated, Table 6.4.3)
KZb = 1.7 (Table 6.4.5)
KL = 1 (Table 6.5.4.2)
Sxx = 50, 166 mm3 (section modulus)
Mr = ϕFb SKZb KL
Fb = fb (KD KH KSb KT )
Fb = 11.8(1)(1.4)(1)(1) = 16.52 N/mm2
Mr = 0.9(16.52)(50, 166)(1.7)(1) = 1, 267, 976 N · mm
Shear Resistance: Section 6.5.5.2
fv = 1.5 M P a
KSv = 1 (dry conditions, Table 6.4.2)
KZv = 1.7 (Table 6.4.5)
An = 3, 382 mm2 (net cross-sectional area)
Vr = ϕFv

2An
KZv
3

Fv = fv (KD KH KSv KT )
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Fv = 1.5(1)(1.4)(1)(1) = 2.1 N/mm2
Vr = 0.9(2.1)(

2(3, 382)
)(1.7) = 7, 244 N
3

Compressive Resistance Parallel to Grain: Section 6.5.6.2.3
No members undergoing significant compression near resistance capacities
Tensile Resistance Parallel to Grain: 6.5.9
ft = 5.5 M P a
KSt = 1 (dry conditions, Table 6.4.2)
KZt = 1.5 (Table 6.4.5)
KH = 1.1 (Table 6.4.4)
Tr = ϕFt An KZt
Ft = ft (KD KH KSt KT )
Ft = 5.5(1)(1.1)(1)(1) = 6.05 M P a
Tr = 0.9(6.05)(3, 382)(1.5) = 27, 622 N
Combined Bending and Axial Resistance: Section 6.5.10
Check for resistance based off forces in members
Tf
Mf
+
≤1
Tr
Mr
SPF No.1/No.2 - 2x6 Members - 38x140 mm
Bending Resistance: Section 6.5.4
Sxx = 124, 133 mm3 (section modulus)
Mr = ϕFb SKZb KL
Mr = 0.9(16.52)(124, 133)(1.7)(1) = 3, 137, 536 N · mm
Shear Resistance: Section 6.5.5.2
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An = 5, 320 mm2 (net cross-sectional area)
Vr = ϕFv

Vr = 0.9(2.1)(

2An
KZv
3

2(5, 320)
)(1.7) = 11, 395 N
3

Compressive Resistance Parallel to Grain: Section 6.5.6.2.3
2x6 Rafter is the only member undergoing heavy compression loads (Load Case 5:
Dead + Snow)
Pr = ϕFc An KZc KC = 38, 413 N

Tensile Resistance Parallel to Grain: 6.5.9
KZt = 1.3 (Table 6.4.5)
Tr = ϕFt An KZt
Tr = 0.9(6.05)(5, 320)(1.3) = 37, 657 N
Combined Bending and Axial Resistance: Section 6.5.10
Check for resistance based off forces in members
Tf
Mf
+
≤1
Tr
Mr
Machine Stress-Rated Grades - 2x6 Members - 38x140 mm
Bending Resistance: Section 6.5.4
Cacluations for 2250Fb − 1.9E: minimum size required to resist moment
Sxx = 124, 133 mm3 (section modulus)
Fb = 32.5(1)(1.4)(1)(1) = 45.53 N/mm2
Mr = 0.9(45.53)(124, 133)(1.7)(1) = 8, 647, 288 N · mm
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Summary of Member Capacities
Note: Compression resistances are the only values based on length
Table 19: Capacities of all members.
Member Size

Bending (N·mm)

Shear (N)

Tension (N)

2x4

1,276,976

7,244

27,622

2x6

3,137,536

11,395

37,657

Select Structural

4,695,000

11,395

58,881

2250Fb-1.9E

8,647,288

11,395

98,435
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C

: Cost Analysis

Cost of additional SPF 2x4 members
Each strut member = 1273mm in length
20 struts per side x two sides = 40 struts
Total length of members = 1273mm x 40 = 50,920mm
Additional cost of strut members = 50,920mm x (CAD$4.00/1000mm) = CAD$203.68
Total length of stud members = 27,948mm x 2 ends = 55,896mm
Additional cost of stud members = 55,896mm x (CAD$3.28/1000mm) = CAD$183.34
Total length of outrigger members = 1200mm in length x 19 members x two ends =
45,600mm
Additional cost of outrigger members = 45,600mm x (CAD$3.28/1000mm) = —CAD$149.57
Additional cost of all members = CAD$203.68 + CAD$183.34 + CAD$149.57 =
CAD$536.59
Total cost of initial connections
Nails used in initial connections: Rafter RTWC (3), Ceiling Joist RTWC (2), Ceiling
Joist to Rafter (7), Collar Tie to Rafter (3), Collar Tie Brace to Collar Tie (2, only
once per frame), Rafter to Ridge Board (3).
Nails used in initial connections = 19 nails per frame side x 22 frames x 2 sides =
836 nails
Cost of initial connections = 836 nails x CAD$0.07/nail = CAD$58.52
Cost of improving connections
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H2.5 hurricane ties used = (2 per frame side x 20 frames x 2 sides) + (17 studs x 2
per stud x 2 ends) + (19 outriggers x 2 ends) = 186 ties
Total cost of hurricane ties = 186 ties x CAD$0.98/tie = CAD$182.28
Increase in nails used for other connections: Rafter RTWC (H2.5, 10), Ceiling Joist
RTWC (H2.5, 10), Ceiling Joist to Rafter (3), Collar Tie to Rafter (7)
Nails used for new connections: Gable End Studs (two sides, H2.5, 20), Outrigger to
Gable End Rafter (H2.5, 10) and other rafters (4 total), Gable End Stud Brace (2),
Gable End Diagonal Brace (8 each end = 16), Struts (3 per end = 6), Blocking (2
per end = 4)
Total cost of additional nails for rafter and ceiling joist RTWCs = 28 per frame side
x 20 frames x 2 sides = 1120 nails
Cost of additional nails to repeating frames = 1120 nails x CAD$0.07/nail = —CAD$78.40
Cost of additional nails to end frames = 2922 nails x CAD$0.07/nail = CAD$204.54
Total cost of improved connections = CAD$182.28 + CAD$78.40 + CAD$204.54 =
CAD$465.22
Percent increase in cost of connections
Cost of improved connections (CAD$465.22)/Initial cost of connections (CAD$58.52)
= 795% increase in cost
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D

: SAP2000 Data

Appendix D includes SAP2000 data for clarity purposes and for future reference to
the thesis/finite element model.

Figure 52: The link property data for a 3 nail face-nailed connection.

Figure 53: The link directional properties for a 3 nail face-nailed connection.
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Figure 54: The definition of SPF material properties for frame elements.

Figure 55: The definition of OSB material properties for area elements.
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Figure 56: The load case types applied to the model.
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E

: Additional Test Data Used

Figure 57: Shear capacity test data of a single nail (Lim et al., 2017).

Figure 58: Shear capacity test data of a toe-nailed connection (Riley, Sadek, et al.,
2003).
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